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Productivity Increase, A
Guarantee for Developement

our serious mission:
Probing into challenges

of this industry, our country has managed to return the
production to its level before the sanction and bolster
its position. However, this success is the beginning of a
challenging path due to the fact that it is indispensable
to think and practice seriously in order to maintain this
position and promote it to a level which deserves the
name of Iran and is compatible with our country’s needs.
Issues such as foreign investment absorption, the
necessity for structural, technical, managerial changes

Hamid Bovard
Iranian Offshore Oil Company, CEO

for profitable cooperation with foreign partners, updating
Rokneddin Javadi
Deputy of Petroleum Minister in Planning and
Supervision of Hydrocarbon Resources

equipment and benefiting from new technologies, creating

We live in a country which has the greatest oil and gas

government and private sector and glancing at working

reserves, and it is supposed that it maintains the first

overseas are among the most important issues which are

share of Middle East gas reserves and the third share

considered as the priorities of Iran oil industry today, and

of gas reserves in the world, together with possessing

it is essential to complete this mission with trusting God,

the first gas reserve worldwide. Moreover, having the

employing all national facilities and promoting capabilities

fourth largest oil reserves, it seeks to remain as the

to an international level so that while job vacancies are

second OPEC oil producer and the fourth large producer

available for work forces, a powerful arm is created for

worldwide. This huge God-given potential along with the

the self-sufficiency of the country and bolstering the

national determination for maintaining the unsurpassed

independence pillars of the country and accessing the

rank in oil and gas production, creates a great mission and

regional markets.

a bright path for production maintenance and increase

The two-day opportunity of International Iran Drilling

along with recovery coefficient rise for entrepreneurs

Industry paves the way for creating synergy and

and authorities and more wealth generation wealth for

transferring the experience of one working year in drilling

having a prosperous Iran in which drilling industry plays

industry and benefiting from the outcomes of professional

a key role.

committees which have tried hard to investigate the most

It is natural that Iran oil industry, as the driver of our

important problems of Iran oil industry; an opportunity

country’s development that is responsible for the main

which is highly valuable in the current critical days.

part of developmental projects’ budget, has a heavy

It is to be hoped that a prosperous and honorable prospect

burden on its shoulders in the post-sanction era. In the

can be provided for the country through empathy,

past few months and with the attempts of each and

perseverance and synergy of people involved in drilling

every one of you and contemplation of the managers

industry.
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a professional mechanism in management structure,
defining an optimized model for the cooperation of

Iran’s oil industry, during many years of activity and in all

and targeted discussions about the current challenges

the epoch-making vicissitudes they have experienced,

in the upstream oil industry. Solving this challenge can

has depended more and foremost on the knowledge,

further guarantee the success of the industry in the

experience, executive power, and of course the commitment

post-sanction era. Prosperity and development of the oil

and love toward the country by specialists and managers.

industry is a prerequisite for prosperity and economic

The current restrictions, unkindliness of the time, and

growth and hence is even more important. During the

the hostile sanctions of the foreign countries have failed

past year, in the form of specialized committees of

to hinder the staff of this industry from performing their

congress, attended by a number of Upstream Oil Industry

duties of exploration, production and refining and keeping

professionals, important issues such as the development

the economy prosperous. The oil industry is the main

of integrated services, quantification of contracts,

driver of prosperity and growth in Iran’s economy and in

developing contractor evaluation model, regulating

the meantime, the drilling industry has a unique role. The

similar documents for different client companies, a

economic value of this industry both in maintenance and in

comprehensive plan to create databases have been

the development of oil fields has enhanced its importance,

dealt with. These issues are the most important issues

which makes reflecting on the possible challenges it faces

that have been tried to be considered in programs and

a necessity.

scientific content of the congress. Certainly, the growth

International congress of Iran Drilling is above all an

and development of the oil industry depends on the

opportunity for these professionals and managers to

cooperation and interaction of private and public sectors.

convene and benefit from the expertise and valuable

Therefore, we hope that this congress is an opportunity to

experiences gained in these years and of course, prune this

provide a scientific forum for interaction and expressing

precious capital by scientific discussions and studies.

issues and problems between private companies and

In the fourth International congress, we have tried to lay

public clients.

the groundwork for the drilling industry, scientific studies,
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Iranian oil Industry toward progress
Amir Abedour
Administration Manager

gaining operational outcomes. For this, committees were

is ـimpossible
anپیـanalysis of the events in Iran’s
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and experience are regarded as valuable assets of this
 تنــوع و،در صنعــت باالدســت نفــت نیــز بــه دلیل گســتردگی
industry.
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Drilling Industry Congress were held in 1393 and
بخــش هــای مختلــف بصــورت اختصاصــی اســت کــه بـرای
1394, and we are currently holding the fourth one. From
انجــام ایــن مهم می بایســت ضمن نگاه همهجانبــه و یکپارچه
the
beginning,
theذي
organizers
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for a path of collecting
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knowledge, transferring experience and cooperation for
، تجهیزات:هــای فعــال در این حــوزه را از دو منظر کمــی (دارایی
:) و کیفــی (عملکردها..  منابــع مالــی و، تجربه،نیــروی انسـانی
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established in order to provide the scientific content of
sessions were held with the participation of 400 specialist
and 6000 man/ hour activities have been done. The
outcomes of these committees will be presented in the
form of professional panels and lecture in the congress.
In addition to this annual gathering, the development
of executive and engineering plan in drilling industry is
regarded greatly important.
The development of this plan is a strategy for the
integration and collection of technical achievements of
this industry, benefiting from international achievements
and a guarantee for its practice in different activities of this
industry. This plan is especially important in post-sanction
era in which cooperation with international partners and
presence in other countries is probable more than before.
The development of executive and engineering plan which
is comprised of seven main sections will be done under the
supervision of petroleum minister deputy of engineering,
research and technology with the cooperation of all the
stakeholders of this strategic industry according to the
international successful models.
The fulfillment of such a complicated mission is in need
of benefiting from the knowledge and experience of all
active people in drilling industry, and the support of toplevel managers. Reaching a creative cooperation in the
fourth congress and the continuation of this trend in the
future requires the permanent support of the specialists
and managers in this industry. It is hope that this congress
can bring about favorable outcomes for the country and
oil industry.
D r i l l i n g / FEB 2017
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S. Azadegan Output to Rise 30kb/d
by March
Crude oil production from the field will reach 80,000 b/d

phase of development, South Azadegan will be producing

by the end of the current Iranian calendar year which

320,000 b/d of oil and 197 mcf/d of gas. In the second

began on March 20, from currently 50,000b/d, an official

phase, oil production will rise to 600,000 b/d.

said.

China’s CNPCI was initially in charge of South Azadegan,

Caretaker of the South Azadegan Development Project

but Iran cancelled its contract after the Chinese company

Touraj Dehqani said the field is being developed for early

failed to fulfill its obligations.

production of 110,000 barrels of crude oil per day which

Development of South Azadegan field requires drilling of

will hopefully be realized early next calendar year.

40 wells by NIDC, 40 wells by National Iranian South Oil

The field is being developed in two phases. In its first

Company (NISOC) and 20 others by a private company.

NIOC to Hold South Azadegan
Tender Soon

Iran’s IOOC issues 8 tenders
The Iranian Offshore Oil Company has issued eight pre-

The National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) says it will hold

qualification tenders for drilling and related services in the

a tender for developing South Azadegan oilfield in the

Gulf. A deadline of March was given for proposals.

near future.
Managing Director of NIOC Ali Kardor said that the

Three tenders are for directional drilling, well fishing

company has planned a tender for developing the field

services and drilling fluids services in the Kharg and

soon.

Bahregan areas. A further three tenders cover directional

He also expressed hope that a deal for developing phase

drilling, well fishing services, and drilling fluids services

11 of the supergiant South Pars Gas Field will be signed

in the Qeshm and Sirri areas. The final two tenders are

before the calendar yearend to March 20 or early next

for directional drilling and drilling fluids services around

year.

Lavan Island.

Kardor said the vendor list of potential developers for

Iran, Total in Talks for Developing
South Pars Phase 11

NIOC projects may be updated with new companies

A subsidiary of the National Iranian Oil Company, the

after the company finishes studying their credentials and

Iranian Offshore Oil Company (IOOC) is a state-owned

qualifications.

offshore oil production company operating in Iran’s

A senior official with the National Iranian Oil Company

NIOC has signed a heads of agreement (HOA) with a

“Not all the companies included in the vendor list are

offshore.

(NIOC) says the talks between NIOC and France’s Total

consortium comprising the Total, CNPC and Petropars for

for development of phase 11 of the supergiant South Pars

developing the project.

what matters is the qualification of potential developers in

In a separate tender published with a launch date of

Gas Field, which Iran shares with Qatar in Persian Gulf

Total Chief Executive Patrick Pouyanne told reporters in

the project.”

February 7, IOOC called for bids on engineering, supply,

waters, are going on smoothly.

Paris on February 09 that the development of Phase 11

He also said that preparation of the draft of oil deals has

repairing and running of PDC and tri-cone drill bits under

Reacting to recent assertions by Total CEO regarding the

of Iran’s South Pars gas field will be among a couple of

made 90% progress and the documents will be most likely

a two-year contract.

project, the official, who decided to remain unknown, said

projects to be approved by the company to start by the

an agreement has been reached with Total and talks are

summer.

supposed to show up for the South Azadegan tender and

ready by next week.

still continuing for finalizing a deal.
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N E W S

N E W S
Lukoil Eyes Iran
Deal, Iraq Drilling
Positive

Iran’s NISOC,
Schlumberger Sign
MOU on 3 Oilfields
Studies
National Iranian South Oil Company
(NISOC) and Schlumberger Ltd., the
world’s largest oil driller by market
value, signed a memorandum of
understanding (MOU) on Sunday
to carry out preliminary studies
over three oilfields in southwestern
Khuzestan province in Iran, Shana
reported.
Shadegan, Parsi and Ragsefid oilfields
were the subjects of the MOU which
was signed by Bijan Alipour, the
managing director of NISOC, and Tony
Bowman, the president of production
management at Schlumberger.
According to NISOC, technology
transfer and skill sharing are the main
focuses of the signed MOU.
Approved by Iranian oil ministry,
the three above-mentioned oilfields
in addition to Karanj oilfield in
Khuzestan have been considered for
development based on the country’s
new oil contracts, known as IPC.
Also on November 23, NISOC
signed an MOU with a consortium
of international companies known as
Pergas to conduct preliminary studies
over the Karanj oilfield and also a part
of Shadegan.
D r i l l i n g / FEB 2017
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Iran Announces New Oil,
Gas Finds

Iran to Hold First IPC
Tender in February

Iran has discovered 15 billion barrels of oil, a top official at

Iran will hold its first tender for an oilfield development

the national oil company said on Saturday.

using the Iranian Petroleum Contract in February, an

Ali Kardor, managing director of the National Iranian

official said earlier this week.

Oil Company, announced the new finds, saying that a

The tender is for development of the South Azadegan

projected 2 billion barrels were recoverable

oilfield.

He also said 1.8 tcm (63.6 tcf) of natural gas had been

Gholamreza Manouchehri, deputy head of the National

discovered, with around half of this recoverable.

Iranian Oil Company, on Tuesday said documents for

Details on the timing and location of the find, or finds,

the tender are close to being finalized, and its launch is

were not given.

expected in four weeks.
The South Azadegan field is among Iran’s largest oil plays,

Kardor noted that the new reserves would require

with an estimated 5.2 billion barrels of recoverable crude.

advanced technology for exploitation.

Earlier in January, an Iranian official said Inpex was “one
step ahead” of its rivals and stood a “chance to win the

The NOC head also projected that Iran’s oil output would

Azadegan tender,” citing the Japanese major’s previous

reach 4 million bopd by April. The government committed

experience in the field.

to a cap of around 3.8 million bopd for H1 2017 averages

The field was discovered in 1999 and had been under

in late 2016, but has continued to drive up production in

development by China National Petroleum Corporation

the early months of the year.

until April 2014.

Lukoil hopes to conclude negotiations
with National Iranian Oil Company
on two oilfield development projects
in the first half of 2017, Lukoil’s vicepresident and head of Middle East
upstream operations said on Sunday.
Speaking to reporters, Gati Al Jebouri
said the talks with NIOC on the
Abe Timur and Mansuri fields were
nearing the contractual terms stage.
“We have presented our technical
proposals and our views. We are
discussing their feedback … we would
like to have some decision during the
first half of 2017 from the Iranian side
but there are no strict deadlines to
this process,” he said.
Al Jebouri also elaborated on the
company’s exploration work in Iraq’s
Block 10, were Lukoil drilled the first
exploration well last year.
Lukoil and Japanese partners Inpex
aim to drill one or two more wells
to reach a more accurate reserves
estimate for Block 10, which it
operates on a 60% stake. In 2015,
geophysical services contractor BGP
acquired 2,022 km of 2D-seismic
data.
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Rig name
Aban 6
Aban8
CPOE9
CPOE10
CPOE15
Sina 1
Paradise 400
Seaboss
Sahar 1
Sahar 2
Iran Khazar (Elima)
COSL craft
superior
COSL force
Karoon 1
COSL strike
oriental 1
Modarres
slant
NOAH Arc
Rajaie
Deep driller 2
Deep driller 4
Deep driller 6
Passargad 200
Pasargad 100
Alvand
Iran Amirkabir
Alborz
MD-1
Forsight driller 5
Forsight driller 3
Forsight driller 9
DCI1
DCI2
Sagadrill 2
Snubbing unit
Shengli 10
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THE PERCENTAGE OF COMMITTEE PROGRESS

The report of professional committees of
international iran drilling congress
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Logging

Well Testing

Coiled Tubing

Mud Logging

Fracturing

Perforation

Waste Management

Air Drilling

Directional Drilling

Acidization

Production, Completion, Workover

News

Drilling Bits
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Iran’s Drilling Industry
Status in the view of Deputy
Petroleum Minister
The Future Prospect

E&P
Estimates reveal that oil price will remain in the range

it is acquired some knowledge about market status out of

of 50-60 dollars and even it is probable that it declines.

Iran. Domestic companies have a long way to enter foreign

What is your attitude toward the tight budget of

market. A suitable solution is that domestic companies

Ministry of Petroleum? What is the future scheme of

can find good strategic partners, make an agreement with

Iran’s oil industry?

foreign companies entering internal market and receive

Oil price and its prediction depends on a number of

gradual training.

interrelated factor some of which act in opposition of each
other. Three years ago, when oil price was 110 dollars

Isn’t the government going to take the responsibility of

or more, it was forecasted that it will rise up to 140-150

organizing drilling companies?

dollars; no one estimated its decline to 25 dollars. Today,

The first point is that it must be assumed that government

we have the same status with two differences. The first

is not in charge of all affairs, and all strategic activities

difference is that producers, due to the long-time of oil

should be done in accordance with rules and regulations

price decline, have reached a logical consensus that in

and government’s authority is defined according to the

the first place, OPEC and non-OPEC members must be

framework of rules and regulations. The second point

coordinated with one another; moreover, they should

is that government faces a contradiction in privatization

have reasonable expectations from the market in a way

and its own presence in private sector. Government

that no one thinks about the oil price of 120 dollars, and

must develop regulatory in oil industry, and the success

they expect the price to be in the range of 60-80 dollars.

of oil companies in recent years is available. One of the

For this reason, it is highly possible that oil price reaches

major challenges of government is that it sometimes has

above 60 dollars. The second difference is that oil price

governance and responsibility at the same time. When

created a trend in the economy of oil consuming and goods

there is a competition between private and public sectors,

and service exporting countries; this trend leads to the

all projects and supports will be directed toward public

decrease in goods price in the producing countries market.

sector. Government must take serious measures in this

These countries are assumed as large consumer markets

regard in order to separate governance and responsibility

for the goods of industrial countries; this is why today, we

from each other due to the fact that the one in charge of

witness that industrial countries also support the rational

operation shall respond to organizations, and the one who

increase of oil price. As a result, our evaluation is that oil

approves regulations shall not be a beneficiary.

price will have an increasing trend. It can be noticed that it
is expected to have a drastic increase in price after 2018.

What planning do you have to support domestic

For this, 2017 is known as the year of consensus among

companies?

producers and persuasion of consumers, and 2018 is

As mentioned, foreign companies will receive higher scores

Rokneddin Javadi

assumed as the year for more increase of oil price and

if they delegate their work to Iranian companies. Rather

Deputy of Petroleum Minister

creating a market for industrial exporters.

than absolute subsidiaries, we should allocate supportive
subsidiaries to Iranian companies; if this happens, it won’t

In a winter morning, we interviewed with Rokneddin Javadi on the 14th floor of Ministry of Petroleum. Deputy of minister in

In your viewpoint, to what extent are domestic drilling

be favorable for our country. For example, Norway did

planning and supervision of hydrocarbon resources and the Ex-CEO of National Iranian Oil Company is considered as one of

companies prepared and capable of working overseas?

not assign all its projects to foreign companies, and the

the most well-known managers in this industry. The topic we discussed was the future of Upstream Oil Industry and drilling

These companies can answer this question better than me

policies of this country was in a way that foreign countries

industry in Iran.

because they are involved in the business. Some companies

should have Norwegian companies as their partners in

have attempted to work overseas; for example, North

the projects. As a result, STATOIL, a Norwegian company,

drilling Co. has carried out some activities overseas and

gradually learned how to work. This is what Petro Pars did

32
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with buyback contracts. The same actions must be taken

issues must be considered.

so that domestic companies can gradually make progress.

Where is the position of professional organizations in the

E&P

Ministry of Petroleum programs?

“Teamwork” and “Integration”,
the Golden Keys for the
Growth and Development of
Oil Industry

How do you evaluate the market of EOR and workover

Syndicates are formed based on the attitudes in a society.

for drilling companies?

We can not compare a syndicate in Iran with another in the

The number of underdeveloped fields of our country is

US or other countries. We have some rules for supporting

declining, and explorations have been directed toward

different kinds of these syndicates; at the same time

small and medium-sized fields in recent years. It mean that

there are lots of unwritten limitations, too. Apart from

we should concentrate our production increase on two

rules, each syndicate must improve compatible with its

issues: increasing the recovery coefficient in developed

members. My evaluation of the groups which have been

fields and the developing small ones. Consequently, it

active so far is that they have done good work. Firstly,

is very important to use the existing rigs in order for

that have reduced their competitions and they have

enhancing oil fields status and increasing recovery

cooperated and reached maturity through experience

coefficient. The last large field which has remained

transfer. Secondly, they have succeeded to develop work

is Gharb-e Karun. Considering the fact that we are

culture in their companies and gain support in the country.

facing annual decrease of 200-300 thousand barrels of

These syndicates have stepped this way, and they could

production, we must assume the increase of productivity

manage to establish relationships so that companies have

which equals digging new wells, workover of the existing

the opportunity to express their ideas for the parliament

wells, installing deep well pumps and injection. As a result,

and government; these actions were completely positive.

market will be better and more active in these fields.

It is the same for drilling industry; despite the youth of this

Different actors of the global economy need energy

and the need for drilling services must be considered

industry we have witness good progress a part of which

sources to stimulate their economy. Different Studies

in this regard. Furthermore, considering the prospects

stems from these syndicates and NGOs.

show that sources of hydrocarbon continue to be the

for new oil contract, rig and drilling service companies

do not go for small fields; it seems that the main issue

main resources of energy until 2050. Examination of

should be prepared to obtain the standards expected by

here is the problem with incentives. Aren’t there any

hydrocarbon resources and their geographical distribution

international companies. In this regard, a glance at the

incentives for these fields?

shows that, by 2025, only five countries in the Persian

strategy of other competitors and international companies

Our countries must increase oil production because the

Gulf (Iran, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Iraq, and the United

is crucial.

main part of our budget comes from oil up to now. The first

Arab Emirates) will be the major oil producers and Russia,

Strategic planning in Upstream Oil Industry of the world

step is that we should supply the financial resources before

Iran, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates

from the viewpoint of companies such as Saudi Aramco,

taking any development action. The second important issue

will be the five major gas producers. In view of this fact,

StatOil/ Hydro in Norway, Japan’s Petroleum Institute,

is that our country’ share among oil exporting countries in

proper implementation of oil, gas and petrochemical

as well as major transnational companies, such as Total in

the region is maintained. Today, our share in OPEC have

projects and integrated project design and management

France, the Royal Dutch Shell in Netherlands, ExxonMobil,

been 14.5%, and we have had 4% of the total export in the

are among the main strategies to maintain our position

Chevron and Conoco Philips is outlined as follows:

world. These days, the amount of oil consumption in the

in the global energy market. The integrated system of

•

world is 92 million (BOE/D). It is estimated that this figure

marketing strategic management, one of the main pillars

(especially in the poles, hot deserts, deep waters, and

will reach 100-115 million (BOE/D) in 2020. Iran’s share

of successful implementation of energy industries are

offshore)

must increase in the same trend and we should reach 5.5

based on the cost, time, quality, and efficiency.

million (BOE/D) for instance. Therefore, we should not

Iranian oil and gas industry on the horizon of year

reducing drilling costs, production, and optimizing oil

only compensate for the annual decrease of two hundred

1400, given the status this industry enjoys, is of great

production

thousand (BOE/D), but also have a 1.5 million (BOE/D) in

importance. In this regard, various purposes have been

•

Improving recovery coefficient (EOR, IOR)

our production. For this, we have to increase productivity

considered for this industry. Accordingly, it is scheduled

•

Management and access to modern methods of

and employing new reservoirs such as Bangestan; this

that approximately 500 wells are drilled/ fixed annually

Experience shows that foreign and domestic companies
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Gholam Reza Manouchehri
Deputy of Petroleum Minister

•

Oil and gas exploration in areas inaccessible to ground

Achieving better methods for extraction of petroleum,

modeling and simulation of oil tanks
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•

E&P

Reducing potential damages to people and the

projects on time and thus clients’ satisfaction

environment
•

Strategic

point

Management”

E&P

•

•
of
and

view

toward

“knowledge

“Technology

relationships

management”

research

centers,

foreign

Strengthening the company’s relationships with other

•

Reduction of drilling costs and optimizing production

firms on the one hand and with research institutes,

•

Participation in international tenders, providing crossborder services and exporting engineering services

long-term goals on the other hand

•

Assets, joint ventures and evaluation, especially in

Development of expert human capital and young
dynamic work force

research and development unit
•

with

consultants, domestic and foreign universities

research centers, and the academic world to advance
•

Improvement of engineering techniques through

•

Energy security

Upgrading with the latest scientific and technological
achievements to promote professional activities,
evaluation and continuous review of steps and stages
of development in order to comply with the objectives

Considering the prospects for new oil contract,

and policies of the company

rig and drilling service companies should be

•

prepared to obtain the standards expected by

Carrying out assessment studies on environmental
impacts and monitoring analysis before and after

international companies

drilling project

These are common to all firms and countries that intend
to play a role in the international arena. In addition to
transnational companies’ technology and highlighting

Concepts such as “integrated tank management,”

challenging areas, other important issues have been

“optimization during production” and “timely

discussed in most firms. Thus, companies consider

decision-making,” are the cases which have been

addressing them an important task. The most important

formed by centrality and accepting the principle

of these can be summarized as:

of “integration” to manage and its maximal use
in various parts of the world oil industry.

Staffing, a greater challenge than development, and
upgrading

technology

The key to progress and progressive success of countries

Young, talented and trained work force has always been

and companies active in the oil and gas industry can be

one of the most fundamental issues of oil companies since

outlined in this concept. In other words, the concepts

2006. In international meetings of World Petroleum

of “teamwork” and “integrity” are the golden keys to

Engineers held with participation of representatives of

the growth and development of the world’s oil industry.

many large companies, shortage of work force needed

Concepts such as “integrated tank management,”

in the oil industry and high cost of their education and

“optimization during production” and “timely decision-

training has been considered a challenge greater than

making” have been formed by centrality and accepting

developing and updating technology. Therefore, hiring

the principle of “integration” to manage oil fields and their

inexpensive and trained work force is among the most

maximal use in various parts of the world oil industry.

important current and future plans of the world’s oil

Accordingly, companies operating in the field of drilling

industry.

rigs and services need to consider the following issues of

Integration, the Golden Keys for the Growth and

significance in their strategic plan:

Development of Oil Industry

•
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waters. Access to reservoirs of oil in the deep waters is

these pumps. In addition, the residual amount that will be

highly complex. Therefore, high costs are needed in order

transferred to nature is reduced.

to achieve this type of reservoirs. Therefore, application

Competitiveness of drilling market and cross-border

of new technologies for drilling oil and gas wells in deep

activities

waters can be seen as a competitive advantage for firms.

In order to make the market of rig and drilling service

E&P

companies in addition to identifying competitors and

Examining Variables
Affecting Future of
Drilling Industry

Environment

potential drilling market, drilling costs must be reduced as

The next important issue is paying attention to the

far as possible and they should try to obtain the necessary

environment. Every year, a large number of wells are drilled

standards for their presence in the regional market. The

for production and economic prosperity. In the meantime,

next issue is resolving the challenges and differences

polluting the environment as a result of these drillings,

with clients and trying to mitigate the current relations

especially the pollution in land and at sea, is considered

between the two sides. In addition to striving to maintain

as an important issue and annually, individuals and

the current share of the domestic market and meeting

many organizations are trying to reduce and control the

the needs of the oil industry, companies should use part

pollution. Drilling mud, drilled pieces, and wastewater are

of their ability to earn a share of the regional market.

the main pollutants and if not managed properly, they can

Regarding drilling activities across borders, they must

have detrimental effects in the long run. Drilling activities

first evaluate drilling market; identify competitors, etc.

can also increase the amount of greenhouse gases and

in neighboring countries, and put activity in neighboring

the dust in the air result in pollution and poisoning of the

countries as the first step in their agenda. Hence, if the

surrounding air, which lead to severe respiratory diseases

companies, as financial institutes, obtain the consent of

in later generations. Generally, the effects of drilling

micro and macro shareholders, it is essential that they

and excavation activities will appear as both global and

focus their capacity to participate in international market

regional global warming including changes in the ecology

outside the borders of Iran.

of an area. Therefore, preservation of the environment is
now a top priority in the field of drilling activity.

Abdol Mohammad Delparish
Cheif Operating Officer

The prospect of new oil contracts
On average, about 40 to 50 percent of the development

Energy

plan of an oil or gas field is related to drilling sector. On the

Oil and energy field have made a significant contribution

targeted energy subsidies, and supply and demand trends

The next important issue is optimization of energy

other hand, taking advantage of modern technologies for

to the economy since long time ago; therefore, innovation

of products. Accordingly, the variables dominating the

consumption in drilling devices, attention to which leads

principled and efficient drilling plays an important role in

and productivity in the industry have a significant

drilling market will be influenced by the condition of tanks

to prevention of air pollution, which is of great significance.

the realization of developmental objectives. Although we

effect on the economy and improving efficiency is

as well as international approaches in the future, which

Due to the limited energy resources, the need for saving in

encounter problems in this sector due to sanctions, this

not only a priority for firms in that industry, but also a

will be examined below.

energy consumption per unit of production is obvious. In

deficit will be surmountable given the atmosphere created

drilling oil wells, drilling fluid circulation and transferring

after The Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action. New oil

Technology

logs to the wells require considerable amount of energy.

contracts are already on the verge implementation and

services in this industry requires a detailed understanding

With regard to the prospects in the long-term plans of

In fact, reciprocating pumps of drilling fluid circulation

certainly, foreign or domestic companies in these contracts

of its stakeholders, transformations in the business

National Iranian Oil Company, we will face deeper and

systems are the main energy consumers in the rig.

will use the capacity of domestic drilling companies.

model in upstream, middle stream, and downstream

lower quality reservoirs in the future, which need more

Improving energy efficiency of the pumps requires

Domestic companies should seek to develop skilled work

sectors with regard to events such as the extraction of

advanced technologies.

minimizing pressure drop in the mud rotation system

force and employ new technologies to have a larger share

shale oil resources, changes in world refining capacity,

Today, with a widespread increase in demand for

using optimization energy saving methods. This operation

in the contract. In this regard, the relationship with foreign

research and development in the field of clean fossil fuels,

hydrocarbon materials worldwide, onshore oil production

leads to the reduction of environmental waste caused

countries in order for technological exchange and up-to-

behavioral patterns of international oil and gas companies,

has spread to shallow waters and in recent years to deep

by the diesel engines to generate electricity needed by

date technical knowledge is a necessity.

national priority and in line with the country’s economic
empowerment.
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Examination of
E&P Companies

other hand, having substantial production volumes and the

provides valuable understanding into the firms’ outlook.

corresponding income, usually benefits the E&P company

As an example, with a change in strategic direction to exit

through providing a funding source for its investment

high cost areas, Austria’s OMV has recently existed its

activities and reduces the need for external financing. For

UK operations by selling its business and also swapping

a more comprehensive review however, it is not enough

assets from its Norway portfolio with Gazprom in western

to look at total production volume and one should pay

Siberia.

attention to factors such as production breakdown by field

Hadi Alviri
Upstream Oil and Gas Specialist

or country and the related outlook, production theme such

To bring the two elements mentioned so far together, an

as offshore, conventional, unconventional or deepwater,

E&P company which is experiencing a production decline

oil and gas production split and also the production trend

over the next few years is likely to face serious existential

over time. For example, by comparing the composition

issues if it is not having suitable investment plans.

of production theme over the past recent years, we

The third aspect of appraising E&P companies, involves

observe that most of the National oil companies (NOC)

the evaluation of their financial status including critically

have a single theme focus of production, such as Russia’s

their free cash flow generation capability. Understandably,

Gazprom which has about 90% of its production from

during the Investment phase the cash flow of the entity

conventional resources whereas for IOCs such as Shell,

is likely to be negative, the important point however, is

are in the process of forming their E&P units.

more than 50% of production comes from unconventional

that in the first place such negative cash flow related

Since the E&P business model is relatedly

resources including LNG or deepwater. Also NOCs such as

to investment projects should ideally be funded by the

new in Iran (except for NIOC), I attempt

Sinopec or CNOOC of China will suffer from production

positive cash flow from producing assets and where such

to demonstrate the key pillars of a typical

decline over the near future whereas international giants

offsetting is not feasible and the firm requires external

E&P

throughout

are likely to benefit from an average production increase

financing, in the long term the cumulative free cash flow

the E&P value funnel (from exploration,

of of about 3% over the same period. The second pillar

of the company must be substantially positive to make

appraisal, development, production through

which can be a key indication of the growth outlook of the

up for the shortfalls. The other point relevant to financial

abandonment) from an outsiders view and in

upstream company in the long term, is its investments.

health check is the company’s cash flow breakeven oil/

doing so shall briefly explain the importance

Capital expenditures in E&P companies is often split

gas price. We can see that the cash flow generated by the

of each with aid of relevant examples. In

into three categories of exploration, development and

entity’s operations has three primary uses: development

order to do this, I shall use five critical pillars

business development where each of these could have a

investment, exploration investment and dividend pay back

including: production, investment, financial

material value creating or eroding impact in the short or

to investors. The breakeven hydrocarbon price is the price

status, value creation and reserves. It

long term. In recent years for example, with the sustain

required for the firm to be able to successfully pursue

Subsequent to the release and endorsement of the

should be noted that these elements are not

low oil prices E&P companies suffered from a huge drop

its plans and in case that this price is above the realized

new upstream contract framework – Iran petroleum

independent of each other and changes in one will impact

in their incomes and consequently slash their exploration

market prices for most of the time, The E&P entity has no

contract (IPC) – several companies with experience in

some or all of the others.

budgets - which tend to have a longer payback period

choice but to alter its cash consumption plans. The other

different sectors of the Oil and Gas Industry took part in

Let’s start from production. The production volume of

compared to other forms of investments - and prioritized

sub category of financial status checks relates to the

the appraisal process run by the Ministry of Petroleum.

an upstream company is often considered as the key

development, improved recovery and BD programs. In the

financial leverage of the entity, demonstrating the extent

The purpose of this appraisal was the identification and

measure for the size of the entity. This is why production

context of investments, one of the most important aspects

of its fixed financial commitments and is an indicator for

shortlisting of qualified candidates to establish exploration

volume is one of the key scoring criteria that will impact

– particularly for those companies without substantial

the Balance Street strength and borrowing capacity of

and production (E&P) companies and eventually the

companies’ access to huge resources in host nations. For

existing operating cash flow generation capacity – is

the firm. A highly leveraged company (in comparison

relevant committee within the ministry approved 11

example, during the recent Iranian pre-qualification IOCs,

access to external funding sources in the form of raising

to industry benchmarks) will often have a higher debt

candidate entities. These 11 are the potential JV partners

the average production volume over the last three years

debt from capital markets or project specific financing.

servicing cost and hence will have limited borrowing

who will work alongside the International Oil Companies

was one of the key scoring elements demonstrating the

To get better insight analyzing the breakdown of fields

power to take advantage of any emerging investment

(IOC) under the IPC framework and in light of this vision

companies’ ability to undertake huge projects. On the

or countries from/to which an E&P entity exists/enters

opportunities. As an example, based on 2016 figures,
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the American giant Exxon Mobil with financial leverage
below 20% benefits from a strong balance sheet with

focusing on nearby and tie back prospects and increasing

ample capacity to borrow should a valuable investment

efficiencies and Innovations in field development to

or acquisition opportunity come up whilst Anadarko, with

reduce costs and improve project returns.

E&P

more than 50% of leverage doesn’t share this advantage
and is pursuing an asset sales program to strengthen its

Last and by no means least, the fifth pillar to look at is

financial status and reduce leverage.

the reserve base booked and accessible by the entity.
Reserves focus is important as it is this access that will

The fourth pillar to look at when appraising an E&P

provide production and subsequent cash flows in the

company, is its value creation capability shown by its

near and distant future and if we consider production

net present value (NPV) which is an aggregation of the

to be the veins of an E&P company, reserve represent

company’s individual assets NPV. In perfect market

the blood flowing within them. In this framework, one of

conditions and equilibrium, the NPV of an entity equals

the key metrics is the reserve replacement ratio (RRR)

its market value (for listed companies). However, in real

which shows how much of the depleted reserves through

world various market expectations and assumptions lead

production has been replaced through discoveries or

to a diversion in NPV vs market value which provides an

reserve acquisitions. An RRR below 100% means that

investment opportunity for capital market participants.

overall the reserve base of the company has declined

The NPV of an individual asset is impacted by various

over the period and may be a sign of concern is prolonged

factors including its production profile, cost profile, fiscal

over many years. One of the other important KPIs related

regime, currency expectation assumptions, hydrocarbon

to the reserves and production is the R/P ratio which

price assumptions and cost of capital and subsequently

indicates the remaining life of reserves in years should

these impact the NPV of the firm as a whole. In the context

current production trends continue and no reserves are

of value creation and profitability analysis another

added or sold. In looking at reserves of an E&P company,

measure is the internal rate of return (IRR) which is a

understanding the breakdown by geographical region, oil

percentage rate indicating the maximum cost of capital

and gas split and also the classification of 1P (proved) 2P

above which the project will be value-eroding. Looking

(proved and probable) and 3P (proved and probable and

at the third and fourth pillars discuss whilst the focus of

possible) is important in forming an outlook for the entity.

financial health checks is on the short-term (most notably

To obtain a better feel for the Importance and materiality

financially year), the value measures look at the long term,

of reserves to an E&P company, we can look at the Shell

often the lifecycle of an asset and the firm which is usually

example in 2004. In that year Shell announced due to

few decades. As an example for the importance of the

calculation errors over several years its proved reserve

rate of return on projects, we can look at the significant

base had been overstated by about four billion barrels

reduction of exploration projects’ IRR to under 10% in

and a correction had to be made. This adjustment resulted

recent years. This reduction which has mainly been due

in a dramatic capital market response and subsequently

to factors including fall in prices , technical complexities,

Shell’s share price fell in value by about 8% wiping out

water or reservoir depth and the remoteness of the

about 15 billion dollars from its market value.

prospects from existing infrastructure prevented these
projects from securing funding for the respective

These Five pillars are not all the detail there is into an E&P

drilling activities. In response to these challenges, E&P

company but are the fundamental pillars of the E&P temple

firms incorporated strategies including reducing and

that Iranian companies are in the process of building.

standardizing wells, targeting reservoir sweet spots,
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E&P Companies: Executives
of Turnkey Contracts in the
Upstream Oil and Gas Industry

Mostafa Baharizadeh
Legal Expert of Petroleum Industry
With the exploration of oil and gas in the last century

equals higher risk tolerance and the higher one’s capability

gas industry is profitable, it is costly too and in order to

However, after some time and after better identification of

and last decades, providing a suitable infrastructure

of tolerating risk in investment, the higher their chance

access the final product, that is the oil, the gas, and the

risks in this industry, they decided to allocate more payments

with the highest efficiency of these God-given resources

of gaining more profit. Therefore, at the beginning of oil

gas condensates, massive investment should be made

to the other side of the contract, which were mostly

to explore and produce oil and gas was given secondary

and gas discovery in the world, companies capable of

in the underground and the ground levels. In addition to

E&P governmental or private companies. Therefore, the

priority and oil-producing countries were seeking to

accepting higher risk, enjoyed higher profits and became

investment, a strong management and persistence should

owners of reservoirs or their representatives, operating

produce and make use of these underground resources

the first specialized E&P companies in the upstream oil

dominate the factors affecting the performance of oil

in the form of National Oil Companies (NOC), wanted to

rapidly. Therefore, considering the fact that this profitable

and gas industry, carrying out exploration, production and

operations, including directing investment, natural factors,

use contracts in which in addition to taking advantage of

industry was novel in every country and the business

exploitation of this profitable material. In other words,

human

atmosphere was just established, at first, governmental

there are companies active in specific sectors of oil and gas

practices, etc. so that the final

and

technical

services”,

companies took responsibility of management and

industry, which are subject to high risk; however, they gain

product can be accessed with

the

“risk”

reaching

operations to make access to exploration, extraction, and

tremendous profit and remuneration from the exploration,

the highest productivity and

the

final

production of oil and gas. Afterwards, pioneer countries’

production, exploitation, and marketing of various types

the lowest price. This should

simultaneously transferred

governmental companies in this industry, applied their

of oil and gas products. Furthermore, E&P companies are

be done in a way that not only

to

service, knowledge and experience in exploration and

those companies that carry out all oil and gas activities

the expenses are compensated

Consequently, in order to

production of oil and gas in other oil-rich companies of the

ranging from the exploration of the potential reserves

for, but also based on the

serve this aim and achieve

world. Thus, it was necessary for governmental companies

of crude oil or natural gas for the first transformation

contractual procedures, the E&P company can make a

the final product with the desired characteristics of the

to modify their structure at the international level in order

to transferring the extracted product in order to refine

profit in this field. Thus, obtaining results and access to

client, the “management” of oil operations should be

to release themselves from the hindering restrictions of

the hydrocarbon derivatives in the upstream oil and gas

an oil and gas field, commercially valuable for the owner,

assigned to the contractor. Therefore, contracts with

merely governmental companies and to carry out trade

industry.

is the main requirement to gain profit for E&P companies.

the nature of “turnkey” were formed in the upstream oil

and investment in this field more openly.

Regardless of technical actions E&P companies carry out,

The owners of oil and gas resources in the world and

and gas industry. “Exploratory” and “Drilling” contracts

In essence, oil and gas industry is a risky, but profitable

in order for the companies to do business two factors are

governments possessing oil had primarily started their

were among the first scopes in which these contracts

industry. Based on an economic principle, higher profit

critical: investment and management. Although oil and

work by taking the risk of access to oil and gas reservoirs.

were made. The following are the features of “turnkey”
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contracts should be capable of investment in this sector.

client and the contractor, corresponding to the nature of

In addition, they should implement these contracts by

the contracts, and the conditions requiring the contractor

tolerating higher risks so that they can achieve greater

to gain the final product with the desired characteristics

profits by precise and proper management of commercial

should change. As a result of this, on the one hand, if an

and technical operations. This structure is exclusively

Iranian company tolerates a risk, it can obtain a predictable

in possession of nongovernmental and private E&P

profit at the beginning of the contract. On the other hand,

companies, which have the possibility of decision-making

the client, who has accepted to pay remuneration more

and management of their own resources and they carry

than contracts signed in the past in the upstream fields,

out business. Fortunately, in the last few years, using

can reach his desired aim, which is the final high-quality

“turnkey” contracts has become widespread among

product.

Iranian governmental clients. Nonetheless, due to the lack

In conclusion, this should be noted that governmental

of E&P companies in Iran, these contracts were mostly

clients should consider the fact that as in the cost

implemented by governmental companies or subsidiaries

estimation of the project, each technical component has

of non-governmental public institutions. Since the client

a price, the total of which constitutes the client’s final

and contractor companies were governmental, close

estimate of the project, stipulating the “requirement” of

attention has not been paid to making contracts with real

reaching the result and the guarantee if the client’s desired

contracts:

D)

A)

Clients use turnkey contracts to limit the

in the turnkey contract is not through the assessment

stipulations and their implementation.

product is not reached has a separate price from other

inherent risks in drilling wells. Certainly, a contractor

of contractors regarding the price of contract and the

Fortunately, with the creation of E&P companies, which

technical components of the project. This price increases

takes more significant risks in the turnkey contracts than

increase in the market share and competition in the

are not affiliated to the government, and the need for

the overall price of a turnkey project in comparison with

other contracts and the client takes the least risk. Turnkey

implementation of the contract are due to the decrease

these companies to enter all executive operations of oil

other similar projects. Not considering this factor in

contract is the only approach to cover the financial

in the additional expenses in these kinds of contracts.

upstream industry including exploration, production,

the final cost of a turnkey contracts overshadows other

expenses of the operation. It suggests that the clients

This drop in the prices puts turnkey contract tenders on

development, and exploitation based on the general

requirements of the contract; it would be nothing more

have the necessary flexibility to implement an efficient

a competitive basis so that a “real competition” is created.

conditions approved by the Cabinet of Ministers in August

than signing and implementing a simple contract although

and effective operation and manage their resources. The

When the contractor began to streamline and reduce

2016, the text of “turnkey” contracts should also be

we called it a turnkey project.

ability to stabilize costs and transfer risk has increasingly

their costs, their tenders became more competitive, and

reviewed. In addition, the rights and commitments of the

made turnkey contracts more attractive for the clients.

basically, the number of operations carried out based on a

B)

turnkey contract was increased.

If the contractor faces any problems while on

It is obvious that the criterion for competition

exploration or drilling operation based on a turnkey

E)

method and cannot gain access to the depth specified in

contractors, because the risk transferred to the contractor

the contract, the contractor will not be paid.

in this kind of contracts increases the operating costs for

C)

This approach is taken by clients incapable of

the client and the contractor is paid more. If the operational

supplying suitable and sufficient financial resources,

plan is completed based on the schedule and with the least

but in possession of suitable resources for exploitation.

expenses, remuneration given to the contractors can be

In this case, the client makes a contract with various

advantageous for them too. In addition to receiving higher

turnkey contractors and these contractors receive all

payment, the contractors of this type of contracts can

their expenses after the completion of the drilled wells

enjoy the field product rather than a contractual payment

in the future. The obvious benefit for both sides of this

and enter the business and marketing of crude oil.

contract is that the wells are drilled, extraction operation

Therefore, given the fact that the “turnkey” contracts

is carried out appropriately, and resources are considered

are inherently risky yet lucrative contracts, the only

as “reservoirs” for all the operation.

companies that can carry out and implement these
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Date of Establishment: 1998

Date of Establishment: 2000

Date of Establishment: 2000

Field of activity: Engineering &

Field of activity: Drilling in

Field of activity: Management

Technical services with a focus on
field development and gas refinery
construction,

onshore & offshore, rig owner, fields
development, geophysics

and execution of upstream oil and
gas industry projects

Projects: Gas storage project in

Projects: Development and

Nasrabad area , Development of
South Pars phases 18 ,14,15,17,
cementing services of South Pars
phases 9,10, Seismic Project in
Bibihakime area

production increase of Nosrat and
farzam field , Salman oil and gas
field and Foroozan & Esfandyar oil
fields , Azadegan fields and oil layers
projects

Financial Ability: Yes

Ownership: Private company

Activity in Exploration: No

Projects: Development of South
Pars phases 19, 4,5,6,7,8, Farzad A
Project

Ownership: Governmental,
100 % belongs to Nikoo company

International Experience: %26
of total investment of DoboCoobi
Oil block in cooperation with
PDVSA.

Date of Establishment: 1988

Date of Establishment: 1992

Date of Establishment: 2011

Field of activity: Construction

Field of activity: Investment on

Projects: currently responsible for

and development of refinery and
field development

oil, gas, petrochemicals industries,
power and energy

Projects: Engineering studies

Projects: Construction of the

Financial Ability: Foreign and

Financial Ability: Have a

Ownership: 66 % belongs to

viscosity intensifier sulfur gas in
Tabriz Oil Refining Company
Construction of the units of mixing
lubricant oils in Tabriz Oil Refining
Company
Recycle of CO2 in Kermanshah Oil
Refining Company

Ownership: covered by
Khatam-al Anbia

Ownership: Governmental

of 16 fields of Central areas for
National Iranian oil Company,
Development of South Pars phases 9
and 10, Leadership of Development
of South Pars phases 17 and 18,
Development of South Pars phases
20 and 21

domestic loans

financial problems

Petroleum Development Investment

Ownership: Covered by Social
Security organization of Armed
Forces

Offices: No

Financial Ability: Yes
Activity in Exploration: No

Financial Ability: No

International Experience: %26

Activity in Exploration: No

of total investment of DoboCoobi
Oil block in cooperation with
PDVSA.

International Experience: No

Activity in Exploration: Yes

Activity in Exploration: Yes

International Experience:

International Experience: No

Seismic in Pakistan

Overseas Offices: Dubai, Hong
Kong, London, Islamabad, Istanbul,
Shanghai, Muscat

Overseas Offices: Registered in
Jersey England

Overseas Offices:

Overseas Offices: Dubai, London,
Singapore

Khatam-al Anbiya
Construction Headquarters
Date of Establishment: 2007

Date of Establishment: 1968

Date of Establishment: 1990

Field of activity: Drilling, Rig

Field of activity: Creation and

Field of activity: Fields

Date of Establishment: 2006

Date of Establishment: 2008

Owner, Equipment Supply, Refinery
construction

innovation of industrial businesses

Field of activity: Drilling, Gas

Field of activity: upstream,

Storage, Oil fields Development

Projects: Development of South

Projects: Development of South

development, Refinery Industries,
Oil and gas storage tanks and
transmission lines construction

Pars phases 18 & 14,17, 6,7,8,

Projects: Development of South

of Mansoori field development

onshore refineries, Parsian gas

Pars phases 15 and 16, oil Reservoirs
construction, Reconstruction of the
control system of Jazireh oil storage
tanks

Ownership: The Executive
Headquarters of Imam Khomeini›s
Directive

exploration and exploitation, and
downstream, oil and gas refineries,
petroleum product based activities,
petrochemicals and related
industries as well as shipping and
pipe lines

Pars phases 13 and 14, Esfahan
Refinery development, refinery
development of South pars phase
19, Construction and supply of
turbo compressors for south pars
phase 22,24, supply of 100 units
of turbo compressors for the gas
transmission lines and supply of
onshore drilling equipment for
NISOC

Ownership: LLP, affiliated to
governmental organizations

Refinery (1000 GTL)

Ownership: Governmental
Financial Ability: Yes

Ownership: Islamic revolutionary

Activity in Exploration: No
International Experience: No
Overseas Offices: No

Financial Ability: Yes

Projects: North Yaran and phase 2

Financial Ability: Yes

Projects: Drilling services by
affiliated companies in directional
drilling and perforation and other
services.

guards

Activity in Exploration: No

Financial Ability: Yes

International Experience: No

Activity in Exploration: No

Ownership: Pasargad bank

Offices: No

Financial Ability: Yes

International Experience: No

Activity in Exploration: No

Overseas Offices: No

International Experience: No

Activity in Exploration: Yes
International Experience: No
Offices: No

Overseas Offices: No
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the drilling operations of the South
Pars development project, phases
22,23,24,13

Financial Ability: Yes
Activity in Exploration: No
International Experience: No
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foreign partner, but it is better to call them “capable

Exploration and Production
Companies in Iran: at the
beginning of the path to
success

partners” instead of “foreign partners”. All countries can
be considered as foreign partners, although not all of them
have this capability and power; therefore, it is better to
use “capable and competent partners”. We need a partner
capable of technical, scientific, operational, technological,
and investment contribution. These kinds of partners are
easily found in the west and the east. In this at least bipolar
world, finding a partner from one pole of the world is not
that hard. Overall, having a capable partner is great and we
should not be solely confined to our own knowledge, we
must use the knowledge from other countries. Powerful
companies such as Total, Shell and others have carried
out drilling in the South Pars gas field drilling and have a
record there. If we see this record, and observe the works
of domestic companies- current E&Ps and former EPDs-

Masoud Ziari
Petro Gohar Farasahel Kish Co.

Appearance and growth of exploration and production (E&P) companies have been one of the drilling industry’s most
important developments in recent years. Masoud Ziari, the CEO of Petro Gohar Farasahel Kish Company has addressed the
prospects of growth and development of these companies with a focus on Petro Gohar’s experience. The text is as follows:

due to the high volume of national, public, and private

and companies’ work and output, we will see that during

investments, what is important is to create focus on these

sanctions, domestic companies have achieved great

sporadic investments. Investors are highly intelligent

successes. The average number of days for drilling a well

people that monitor your position well and whenever

for Total in South Pars has been 77 to 78 days, while the

they observe that your position is a certain investment

average drilling time in Petro Gohar Company during the

opportunity, they enter. Excessive trying is not even

sanctions is 71 days. Therefore, the costs are less. Higher

necessary. Just introduce yourself well and reduce

quality also means more accurate access to the reservoirs.

bureaucracy. However, concerning foreign investors, the

If we compare these features in powerful global companies

requirement for attracting investors is confidence about

and Petro Gohar Company, the power of this company will

Petro Gohar Company is very different in the present

so that our own investment is not necessary. However,

return of investment and a safe environment, which makes

be visible. Therefore, in general, it is good to have a foreign

circumstances with what we witnessed from it in the past.

how can we control risk? For this purpose, first, enough

Iran one of the safest places for investment. Everybody is

partner and we look forward to using their knowledge, but

Not long after its establishment, Petro Gohar has entered

knowledge and then self-confidence is necessary. Self-

aware of the fact that Iran is the safest place in the world,

not only to take advantage; rather, we have to consider

a new realm of experience. This company has passed its

confidence is created with a brilliant career and is rooted

unless some investors refrain from investment out of fear

importing the modern technology, take advantage of it, and

insipient stages in four years and has taken first steps to

in confidence and trust in God. When you are not afraid

and because of the political conditions. Then, there is the

present something new to the world. As a company with

become an E&P Company. As the CEO of Petro Gohar, I

of risks and if you start work with a trust in God and

possibility of attracting foreign investment. The situation

a successful record in this field, you will see us doing this

do not believe in bubble growth and consider real indices

proceed toward the operational peaks with engineering

in Petro Gohar is now very different from the past

soon and we will present new methods to enhance quality

as the criteria for becoming an E&P. Therefore, we have to

knowledge, you can create this self-esteem. In addition,

two years. Right now, only with the good and accurate

and reduce time and cost. Here, I have to point out to the

see what the characteristics of an E&P company are and

when you optimize your theoretical knowledge in the field

introduction of the company and conditions, investors

supreme leader’s comment that “We are at a historical

whether our requirements are met or not. My answer to

by trial and error, you can control the costs. Therefore,

enter and bureaucracy must be managed. In general, given

industrial turning point”. We have to survive this turning

this question is positive, because when a company intends

Petro Gohar Company does not have an illusion about

the situation in Iran and the atmosphere created in the

point. If we can retain the achievements of the sanctions

to enter the E&P field, it has to control the risk form every

becoming an E&P Company and has a realistic attitude in

country and the trust gained from domestic companies,

and trust them, we will pass this point well and a miracle

aspect. In this case, the investors will be placed next to

this regard.

the eleven companies approved for E&P are each capable

will happen in the oil industry in Iran. It is important how

of attracting 10 to 15 billion dollars and there is no need

to pass this turning point. Today, oil contracts are strong

the company. Therefore, using the company’s capital to
become an E&P is not a necessary and sufficient condition.

As for the financing of projects and the role of E&P

to worry.

points, because the approach for selection of domestic

If the risk can be controlled, there are enough investors

companies in the field, it is necessary to point out that

The next issue that arises in this context is having a

E&P contractors for
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domestic fields is increasing and the foreign partner is

definitely see Petro Gohar in various parts of the world.

chosen by the domestic contractor. I believe if we get used

Finally, to achieve all purposes, it seems essential to

to this culture of self-confidence, we will get results in

focus on some items. To this end, first, the structure of an

the shortest possible time. If the development of fields is

E&P company is well founded and managed by a strong

faced with a growing domestic ability, foreign partners will

exploration to production team so that we do not have

certainly come to invest powerfully. Our new approach

problems in choosing contractors, we eliminate futile

is that we do not wait for them. These new contracts let

times, and optimize the final cost. The requirement for this

domestic countries not to wait for foreign countries. Yet,

is setting up a good and strong organizational structure

Petro Gohar Farasahel Kish Co. is currently regarded as one of

PGFK sets its goal to optimally managing the project cost and

borders should not be closed to prevent the entrance

in which strong professionals are used. We care about

the greatest and most advanced drilling companies within Iran’s

engineering. In this regard PGFK tries to invest on E&P projects

of foreign companies, but we should not wait for them

designing flexible structure. We have to get a place where

Oil & Gas industry in terms of delivering offshore services. PGFK

in both Iranian and international oil and gas fields.

either. Of course, it is also necessary to point out that this

“Iran” is known for quality and competency. It should be

is active in managing and carrying out offshore Oil & Gas drilling

PGFK regards to its professional experts in different fields

company is not solely focused on domestic companies. If

written on goods “Made in Iran” proudly. The culture of

projects.

including geophysics, geology, reservoir engineering, drilling

Petro Gohar intends to limit itself to inside, its survival will

self-confidence should be created so that people trust the

PGFK by having the super rigs of SEABOSS, PARADISE 400 and

engineering and using new technologies tries to accomplish its

be doubtful. Our priority is and will be common domestic

domestic industry.

SINA1, under ownership from one side, and utilizing 2 rental

projects with the highest possible standards.

fields. From the perspective of prioritizing, domestic work

Petro Gohar Farasahel Kish Co.

rigs, named CPOE15 and SAHAR-1 and other sea & air logistics
facilities, is the biggest drilling contractor in Iranian offshore

Vision

is more important to us, but in terms of survival, we have

In particular, after designing a flexible structure, we pay

fields.

Now PGFK Co. announced as one of Exploration & Production

and we will think about the safe parts of the world. The

close attention to reservoir studies and the more we can

Required sea & air logistics facilities, operation and staff bases

Companies (E&P) by Oil Ministry of Islamic Republic of Iran, so

company’s main concern has been focus on the 76 wells

deal with it, we will make less mistakes in our choices. Next,

in Tehran, Assaluyeh and Kish Islands, are set up by PGFK to

in a 5-year plan PGFK intends to raise its status up to the level

of South Pars simultaneously. It is unprecedented to give

the more flexible and intelligent our design is, the less

support all kinds of marine activities.

of the world’s major Oil & Gas organizations for holding mega

Projects under development:

upstream projects from studying and exploration to development

PetroGohar is currently responsible for the drilling operations of

and production through engineering, supplying and utilizing

the South Pars development project in Phases13 and 22, 23, 24

modern and unique software and hardware equipment and

as the greatest active offshore project of the country including

facilities from one hand, and by relying on the high potentials of

76 appraisal and development wells, (Totally amounting to

its committed and skillful personnel, on the other.

316669 m) in the framework of EPD projects.

PGFK intends to deploy new organizational structure in the

Drilling Rigs

field of macro integrated management of projects step to world

• SeaBoss

markets and has relied on the power of human capital committed

Sea boss jack up rig is the only full cyber rig in Persian Gulf which

expert company, name of Iran in the international area to rise.

has capacity to drill in 400 feet water depth. It’s genuine parts in

•

PPL shipyard made it special between all of Iranian jack ups.

exploration

• Paradise 400

•

Paradise 400 jack up rig is one of the semi cyber super rigs in

fields priority

Persian Gulf with a 3000 HP which has capacity to drill in 400

•

feet water depth.

indigenization

• Sina-1

•

Sina-1 jack up rig with 2000 HP capacity is one of the advanced

resources

76 wells to an EPD company. We are the first one to do

mistakes and additional costs there be will in all aspects

so. Managing the operation, especially during sanctions,

of project management, engineering, implementation

is difficult in terms of technical, engineering, logistics and

and development. Therefore, we will have a better and

procurement aspects. We have managed it well so far and

comprehensive risk management.

as soon as we feel confident about this sector, you will

Placed among the top companies, national oil and gas
and

production

Increase the extraction of oil and gas fields with shared
Investment in research and development projects for
of

advanced

technologies

National and international projects with financial
and

human

capital

drilling units in south pars gas field. This rig is the first major over
hauled marine rigs in Iran.

•

Mission

crossroads & Varasteh Ave., Yakhchal St., Dr.Shariati St., Tehran,

PGFK good background and high operational and management

I ra n

performance made it a leading company in the field offshore

•

Tel. No.: +98-21-22634804-10 Ext.No. 2903

drilling projects. According to this the ministry of petroleum

•

Fax No.: +98-21-22634958

designates PGFK as one of the selected E&P companies for

•

www.pgfkco.com

Address: 9th Floor, NO.49, between Fakurian

entering the IPC. To successfully perform in this new era
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From Deep in Seas
to the Surface in
Refineries
Upstream
Developing Onshore and Offshore
Fields and Upstream Services
including:
•
Exploration Studies
•
Geology, Petro-Physics and
Geophysics
•
MDP Preparation
•
Reservoir Engineering
•
Drilling Engineering and
Operation
•
Commissioning and
Production

Downstream
Projects Management,
Engineering, Procurement,
Construction, Commissioning and
Operation of:
•
•
•
•
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NGL Plants
Petrochemical Plants
Oil and Gas Pipelines
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فصل چهارم؛ خدمات حفاری

OF THE EXISTING RIGS
ACCORDING TO THE MAST HEIGHT

Rig Ownership

PERCENTAGE
1395  دی و بهمن- شماره دهم و یازدهمTHE
سال دوم

THE PERCENTAGE OF THE NUMBER OF
RIGS ACCORDING TO RIG TYPE

8%

100-140 foot

61%

141-149 foot

50%

31%

150-160foot

42%

THE PERCENTAGE OF THE EXISTING RIGS ACCORDING TO ROTARY SYSTEM (TOP DRIVE/KELLY)

48%

Kelly DRIVE

52%

Top DRIVE

4%

THE PERCENTAGE OF THE EXISTING RIGS
ACCORDING TO SUBSTRUCTURE HEIGHT

26%

20-25FOOT

35%

26-30 FOOT

39%

31-35 FOOT

4%
THE PERCENTAGE OF THE NUMBER OF RIGS
ACCORDING TO THE PRODUCER COUNTRY

THE PERCENTAGE OF THE EXISTING RIGS
ACCORDING TO THE POWER OF DRAW WORKS

5%

1000 horse power

3%

1200 horse power

4%

1500 horse power

87%

2000 horse power

1%

3000 horse power

58

155

THE PERCENTAGE OF THE NUMBER OF
RIGS WITH SPECIFIC GENERATOR

RIGS MADE IN CHINA

44%

RIGS MADE IN USA

7%

RIGS MADE IN IRAN

3%

RIGS MADE IN CANADA

1%

RIGS MADE IN ITALY

50%

1000-2000 BARRELS

43%

2000-3000 BARRELS

7%

3000-3500 BARRELS

THE NUMBER OF PUMPS ACCORDING
TO POWER
THE PERCENTAGE OF THE NUMBER OF
RIGS WITH SPECIFIC PUMPS

193

44%

RIGS WITH 3 GENERATORS

13

48%

RIGS WITH 4 GENERATORS

71%

RIGS WITH 2 PUMPS

8%

RIGS WITH 5 GENERATORS

29%

RIGS WITH 3 PUMPS

D r i l l i n g / FEB 2017

45%

THE PERCENTAGE OF THE NUMBER OF
RIGS WITH SPECIFIC MUD TANK CAPACITY

THE TYPES AND NUMBER OF RIG
GENERATORS
123

Rig Ownership

17

800-1200 HORSEPOWER

184

1600 HORSE POWER

17

1700 HORSE POWER
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National Iranian Oil Company
approach in the country’s
business environment

Abdolsammad Rahmati
National Irnanian Oil Company

National Irnanian Oil Company
If we compare our hydrocarbon resources with each other

wells can be drilled in each field.

which is spent, the capacity of well production is reduced

resources to all companies.

before and after the Islamic revolution, it will be concluded

In a brief review of the sixth develop program, if we consider

to one fifth which means that we should at least access

NIOC chain value is under the influence of drilling activities.

that in spite of all products that we had in those years, the

the annually investment up to 20 billion dollars, taking

400 wells annually so that the natural reduction driven

Accordingly, it is of great importance to have planning,

amounts of current reserves have been much more than

into account 140 drilling rigs that about 135 ones (105

by production is compensated. For this, it is only possible

qualitative development, and increase of productivity.

before the revolution. It is because of the exploration of

onshore and 30 offshore units) are active, drilling costs

to reach four wells in a year, we need to enhance drilling

According to resistant economy policies, NIOC has put

many reservoirs. Although the vast majority of them had

of the total oil / gas field development costs will be about

operation indexes even with less drilling equipment.

field-oriented plans and projects in its highest priority. It

already been identified and only had to be drilled. The

$ 5 billion in onshore and $ 4 billion in offshore. In fact,

From another perspective, there is a direct relationship

is done in a way that allocating budget to the approved

investment of large companies in exploration section

about half of the mentioned costs have been obtained and

between crude oil price and the rate of renting rigs. Most of

proposals are done according to classification of

which is related to drilling is the point that should be

transferred to drilling section. This means that with 135

drilling companies are suffering from an adverse situation

production capacity maintenance in the framework of

considered. Many credible oil companies have concluded

active drilling tools, we should dig 3.5-4 wells on average,

and they have laid off their staff and they have reduced

field-oriented projects and according to ranking of oil

that not to merely invest in reservoir studies.

while 2.5 wells are drilled for each drilling equipment.

their expenses. It must be noted that this issue does not

fields proportionate with the amount of investment for

In addition to exploration, the other importance of

Accordingly, if the production objective at the end of

exclusively happen in Iran and many drilling companies

producing ever barrel production increase in terms of

drilling is related to development and maintenance of

sixth development plan is 4.5 million boe/d, it must be

have announced their bankruptcy all over the world. Lack

a middle-term plan and meeting the commitments of

the field production capacity. Development in many fields

considered that it is necessary to create the potential of

of cash flow in NIOC due to 50% decline of oil price and

producers to keep the level of production.

of the world is stepwise and the duration of each step

annual 300 thousand boe/d crude oil production with

oil export at the same time and reduction in oil revenues

Based on this, the production of each field is investigated

is important. Sometimes it takes 30 years for a field to

regard to the decline in production from reservoirs. It

can not meet the expenses of drilling contractors. This has

well by well compatible with their drilling and with the

reach its maximum output and sometimes the developer

must be also noted that creating potential is exclusively

led to the accumulation of debts to contractors. At the

vision of the highest production with the lowest expenses,

companies are trying to achieve the desired maximum

for keeping the capacity of reservoir production, and we

moment, the most appropriate way to survive domestic

they are given a priority for drilling operation. This will be

output in a very short time. In such a case the drilling

need to expand our activities in setting objectives for

capabilities is to make the payments proportionate with

done mainly by the workover of existing wells. As a result,

ability is so determinative. It means that every year several

increasing the capacity of production. In fields half of

the volume of demands so that we can allocate enough

focus on drilling services is of great importance. It means
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that domestic potential must be used for the required

equipment and drilling services. We are approximately

operations. Concerning development projects which are

self-sufficient in HR; most of drilling equipment is old, ,

time consuming and require a lot of budget, NIOC chooses

but it is possible to upgrade them. After sanctions, a lot

outsourcing and realizing new oil contracts.

of capable companies have been established in drilling

Before this, allocating the necessary budget for NIOC

services scope of work; in other words, there are not any

affiliated companies was done with regard to the

problems in terms of hardware, and only the technical part

prioritized projects. It must be remembered that the

has remained as a challenge in need of contemplation.

current resources of NIOC are not enough for all the

Without the increase of interactions at an international

approved proposals. Therefore, budget allocation is

level and cooperation with foreign companies, it is not

with a focus on objectives, and strategies of developing

possible to tackle this problem.

common oil and gas fields and increase of export. For this

Finally, with the prospects that have been assumed

reason, the major parts of NIOC resources is allocated to

for NIOC field development, the identification of

implementing common oil and gas fields especially South

opportunities, challenges, continuous supervision and

Pars and West Karun. Being a national company, national

directing companies seem to be very important, and we

benefits are carefully considered in determining the

should bear in mind long-term and short-term planning

priority of the projects.

in order to realize the defined goals. It is important to

At the moment new IPCs are on the contract table

consider production increase and more productivity

and domestic and foreign companies will attend these

so that a bright vision of future is depicted; this vision

contracts definitely in order to use drilling services. We

is definitely highly-dependent on the realities and

are encountering three issues in this field: HR, drilling

capabilities of Iran drilling industry.
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Comprehensive
Profits

Gholam Reza Yunesi
Global Petro Tech Kish

Since there are numerous incidents in drilling industry,

the importance of following the safety precautions by

becomes obvious that the cost is very low. Evaluations

it is considered as one of the hazardous occupations.

everyone and also individual responsibility in a drilling

reveal that when an incident occurs, the staff do not know

The mentioned items are more frequently observed

Probable incidents in this industry, directly or indirectly,

operation. In the other words, safety is everyone’s

what reaction to show due to lack of proper training.

in foreign companies compared to domestic private or

compromises the fundamental right of human life. These

responsibility. However, the health and safety of rig staff

incidents put more peoples at risk by causing harms

is important of their families and the society, and it is up to

One of the important issues in training is promoting the

equipment be used safely due to the fact that they are

directly to rig staff, and indirectly to the environment.

authorities to take serious actions for individuals’ safety.

culture of safe behavior in family. This kind of training

normally expensive and it seems difficult to replace them.

Besides peoples’ life, the natural resources, reservoirs,

Statistical studies suggest that events occur mechanical

must not necessarily be professional; they can be done at

This requires spending on training of human resources. It

drilling rigs and related equipment are enormous

failures, human error is concerned. So it is important

schools, in family or in the society. In this way people may

must be noted that the strength of contractor in terms of

investment materials which are put at risk if the safety

that all people are safe in their own perceptions and

ask themselves if the action they are going to take would

safety, makes the client improve standards of safety and

precautions are not applied. Hence safety in order to

attitudes and develop it. The statistics also show that

endangers others or not. In addition, repeated and specific

greater respect for the standards.

provide protection and safety for human resources, tools

newly-employed work force face more incidents rather

courses are required. In this regard, each person can have

As the final point, it must be mentioned that the

and equipment, staff, contractor and client is a crucial

than experienced forces who have greater awareness of

one “safety passport” that fit in the context of operational

development of a secure perspective in purchasing drilling

matter.

the possibility of damages. Therefore, informing people

requirements specified periods and with proper timing,

tools can have important consequences in the prevention

on safe behavior and training are the best ways to prevent

the person will benefit from the training. These procedures

of incidents. Moreover, each behavior of has its own

Description of each section and evaluation of life and

incidents in drilling rigs. The initial costs to train people

can be applied in all firms in order to help the promotion of

consequences; therefore, feeling responsible for the

property costs of incident, especially with considering

in large organizations may be assessed, but due to the

the oil industry and with the substitution of work force, it

environment, equals concerning humanity.

that an individual mistake can put others at risk, shows

consequences of accidents on drilling rigs, over time it

is not necessary to repeat training.
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Description of Integrated Services;
Toward the Alignment of the
Interests of Clients and Contractors

Ali Reza Azedi
Iranian Offshore Oil Co.

reports, products offered by the contractor and the client’s

level and gaining enough experience, both in upstream

obligations in this regard. In other legal, contractual, and

and downstream oil and gas industries, there is adequate

financial sectors, it must clarify and explain all items that

managerial and technical experience in the oil industry in

will be encountered during implementation. Given that

Iran. Therefore, using the experiences of other countries

providing a comprehensive service description has as a

in this area will contribute to the oil and gas industry

direct relationship with the client and then its thorough and

considerably.

transparent clarification in the contractor’s proposal, any

It should be noted, however, that the level of maturity and

generalization and lack of attention to detail and hidden

applying experience in providing a clear and comprehensive

aspects of the work will create the possibility of parties’

job description in order to carry out projects is different

claim regarding vague requests during implementing the

at the level of companies and management subsidiaries of

contract. Unfortunately, at the moment, either in the client

the national oil company.

or the contractor side, task description and suggestions

Of course, in all the areas with weaknesses, duplicating

are regulated in a vague and general way so that they

both successful domestic and international companies will

can have the maximum extent of demands and benefit

be useful. Obviously, eliminating weaknesses would be

from the hidden aspects implied in the task description.

possible by standardization and provision an integrated

In this regard, all tasks and relationship between client

framework of task descriptions of oil and gas projects

and contractor in the discussions of supply and financial

at National Oil Company level. Effective activities have

To further investigate the importance of codification of description of integrated services for presenting drilling services we sat

payment, supplying content or executive or technical

been carried out in this regard and in case of managerial

down to talk with Ali Reza Azedi. Mr. Azedi is the technical and engineering deputy of Iranian Offshore Oil Company and has

prerequisites, project management, buying or supplying

persistence and support, we will witness solving problems

been the technical and engineering deputy of Pars Oil and Gas Company. Due to extensive experience in engineering field, Azedi

materials and goods, monitoring and technical verification

resulting from the weaknesses.

has a deep understanding of the relationship between clients and contractors, the problems and weaknesses in this area.

of project products must be specified clearly. Therefore,
the main weaknesses include lack of job description and

How necessary is it to codify and implement service

expected targets of both parties (client and contractor),

description?

which will cause losses to the parties.

Provision of service description would mean client’s

How do you evaluate the task description of services

workflow, there is major vagueness in communications a

and workflow in client and contractor sector of the

result of the nature of client and contractor at all three

country?

levels. Basically, in some communications, the workflow

It is first necessary to have a clear definition of the client

process and responsibilities is not even written. However,

Unfortunately, at the moment, either in the

and the contractor in manufacturing and development

it should be noted that for workflow one must consider the

be necessary to conduct a comprehensive and impeccable

client or the contractor side, task description

companies. If we consider development projects, we

nature of implementing the contracts in the manufacturing

project. The fact is that if the description of services is not

and suggestions are regulated in a vague and

can divide three important sides of an upstream project,

and development companies.

regulated correctly, the client would suffer from technical,

general way so that they can have the maximum

legal, contractual, and financial problems during project

extent of demands and benefit from the hidden

implementation and obtaining its results. In addition to

aspects implied in the task description.

preparing description of services, client’s monitoring

i.e. the governmental client, general contractor and the

recognition of the project. As explained before, it would

subcontractor. In this case, client authorization will be

What are the most important weaknesses and

delegated in order of priority from the top. It is safe to say

shortages in the field of technical service description in

that among the three sectors, more transparency belongs

the current situation?

to the task description between the governmental client

Before answering this question, the current situation of

comparison with other countries? In codification of

and general contractor and the task description between

technical service description must be determined. In most

task description, to what extent are international

Based on your experience in onshore and offshore

and public contractors and subcontractors happens as a

cases, the overall title of the project is declared without

experiences

fields as a client, how do you perceive the requirements

result of that. However, it should also be noted that even

the details of the work done by the client and the client

the description of this part of the job is not thorough and

provides and presents his proposal based on his own

transparent enough, and has resulted in various technical,

perception and from the perspective of contracting.

legal, contractual, and financial problems. Regarding

The technical task description must include all milestones,
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and continuous follow-up in order to implement the job
How do you evaluate task description in Iran in

possible?

description precisely to achieve project goals is necessary.

Provision of service description is directly related to

and susceptibility of service description in these areas?

recognition of content and method of work /project by

Reviewing service description, especially in the discussion

the client. According to multiple projects at the country

of controlling the quality and transparency of authority
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and responsibility is one of the most important issues

Description of services must include a full explanation

request. It is obvious that task description (client) and offer

providing drilling services. In addition, by increasing

that must be prioritized in drilling services offshore and

of the equipment and product /service requirements,

(contractor) must be proportional and corresponding and

productivity, improving communication and interaction

onshore and its efficiency and effectiveness must be

both key and non-key human resources, issues

must have complete overlap. In most cases, due to the

and increasing the use of advanced technologies, reducing

considered. Obviously, the major difference of drilling

related to security and the environment, the expected

nature of the work, the client’s request will be regulated

lost time and a lack of compliance, an acceptable profit

services onshore compared to offshore services lies

results and controlling service quality and required

beyond the client’s request.

margin is provided for the client and for contractors.

in the logistics sector and the difficulty of access to

standards, timetable or schedule, parties’ commitments/

required facilities during running drilling services at the

responsibilities and powers including the client and the

Eliminating weaknesses would be possible by

approach are as follows:

sea. Therefore, special attention to logistics is inevitable

contractor, workflow and communications, and standards

standardization and providing an integrated

- Focus on key goals such as high quality wells with optimal

and clients, active onshore must give high priority to

regarding regulating reports, monitoring directive,

framework of task descriptions of oil and

cost to meet the needs of the client

this issue. Necessary coordination for timely services

delivering and transforming the final product. Obviously,

gas projects at National Oil Company level.

- Improving the efficiency of operations through a

and sequencing them to avoid wasting the rig’s time

regulating all details and directives and work breakdown

Effective activities have been carried out in this

transition of unrelated duties of the client to the main

offshore and onshore are among the main tasks of client’s

structure (WBS) and also valuation and payment to each

regard and in case of managerial persistence

contractor

supervisors. Nevertheless, because of the high level

of (CBS) must be considered in the task description

and support, we will witness solving problems

- Coordinating the parties involved in the drilling operation

of relevant risks onshore, the cost of drilling services

completely. Applying contractor’s penalties or fines in case

resulting from the weaknesses.

to achieve common and measurable goals and equitable

offshore will be higher compared to similar services. This

of unfavorable service will be required, too.

causes an increase in cost of a well onshore compared to

Among the main objectives of integrated drilling services

incentives to reward genuine performance-based targets
What would be the achievement and advantage of

- The establishment of a group to start with maximum

the sea.

What is the difference between clients and contractors

creating integrated service description in the drilling

efficiency and continue to enhance the collective

Thorough compliance with environmental cases onshore

sectors in terms of description of services?

industry, particularly in the areas of employing?

experience on the basis of a learning curve

is a requirement of activity at the sea.

As you are aware, the detailed task description is

Integrated drilling services approach is a strategy in which

- With centralization of management contract to cover

presented to the contractor by the client. Then, the

all or most of the services and facilities are integrated in

the entire scope of work in a large tender in integrated

What do you think the description of drilling services

contractor offers his technical/ financial suggestion to

a single contract. This approach transfers many operating

service approach, the opportunity to reduce the total cost

include?

provide requested services in accordance with the client’s

risks to the contractor, resulting in more flexibility in

drastically increases. This happens due to collaboration,
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continuous

What problems in the oil industry are due to the weak

improvement, and increasing responsibilities in all project

description of services that will be eliminated with the

phases. In an integrated system, the total cost of the

development of the structures and procedures?

system can be reduced more optimally.

There are many conflicts because of the ambiguity and

strong

Technical

Technical

communication,

teamwork,

lack of clarity in the current description of services. Safety
Each project has its own characteristics and requirements.

and environmental requirements and the way to control

In various projects done around the world, different

the quality of services are not written with a preventative

approaches have been adopted in order to optimize

attitude; service description is merely qualitative without

performance of the parties and increase operational

details. As already mentioned, lack of transparency causes

efficiency. According to the history of drilling contracts

immense costs to the client and the contractor and has

and studies carried out, we can benefit from integrated

occasionally resulted in legal /financial claims between

drilling services approach as a means of aligning the goals

the client and the contractor. It is obvious that obtaining

and interests of clients and contractors in many projects

the final product of the project with the requested quality,

with various models. Among the most important factors in

in the least possible time with the lowest cost or the

the success of this approach are as follows:

optimization of time/ cost/ quality must be given priority

- Strong management and organizational proper for the

by managers in running projects.

main contractor in order to coordinate sub-contractors’

Evaluation and Technical Ranking
System in Directional Drilling Service
Provider Companies
Mehrdad Izadi

Sajad Shojaei

Sealand / Engineering&

Sealand / Engineering&

Well Services

Well Services

operation
- A substantial reduction in activities related to tenders

In this article, necessity of evaluation and ranking system, aims of this system, determination of an assessor committee in

and contract management in the client’s organization

directional drilling service provider companies have been explained and finally method of evaluation and technical ranking

- Support and commitment of all parties involved, including

will be proposed. This model, if used as experimental for initial evaluation of companies, will be complete and with obliterate of

employers, contractors, and subcontractors

defects could be employed as a full and efficient model.

- The management of services by the main contractor
- Precise and effective exchange of information and

In this article, necessity of evaluation and ranking

their operational needs, choosing best possible companies

cooperation

system, aims of this system, determination of an assessor

according to their operational demands. It can be said that

- Transferring the logistic risk of the projects to the main

committee in directional drilling service provider

transparency of company’s existing situation according to

contractor

companies have been explained and finally method of

priorities in the evaluation system create competition in

- A greater focus of the client on policies and the

evaluation and technical ranking will be proposed. This

service providers’ companies, elicit correct guidance of

main activities by outsourcing much of the work and

model, if used as experimental for initial evaluation of

client and contractor’s resources; in the end, it increases

coordination to the main contractor

companies, will be complete and with obliterate of defects

efficiency and reduces costs.

- Ability to define the mechanism of reward /punishment

could be employed as a full and efficient model.
The Aims of the Evaluation and Ranking System

in integrated services contracts to achieve higher
performance and ultimately reducing the total cost of the

Necessity of Evaluation and Ranking System

The aim of this system is the implementation of

operation

A need for an evaluation system according to conducted

performance evaluation model, ranking of executive

In general, if the description of integrated services is

pathology in previous congress of drilling industry had

companies (contractors, consultants and producers) and

properly regulated, it will have many beneficial effects.

been felt. Evaluation and ranking system reveals the

the definition of short-term and long-term perspectives in

However, it is necessary to mention that the client’s role

possibility of recognition and importance of the important

order to improve services and service provider companies

for precise and impeccable monitoring of implementation

and key sectors in this expensive and costly service. This

in this field; even this system might make it the possible to

of work stages is essential and inevitable.

system leads to empowerment of capacities of internal

compete at the international level.

companies according to their strengths and weaknesses.

Moreover, possibility the comparing companies and

On the other hand, client companies will be able to with

contributing to the choice of a suitable service provider
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company by client according to conditions and needs of

Department of Management and Engineering: This

Persons and Engineers of Repair and Maintenance: In this

clients and operations, determination of the strengths and

section considers scoring for number, experience,

section, like previous cases, according to experience,

weaknesses of local companies, elimination of the existing

education and courses attended by people according

expertise and education for management of repair

shortcomings, improvement and guidance of corporate

to their organizational level and in both part, including

and maintenance and engineers related to repair and

performance based on evaluation are among other aims

management department and engineering department.

maintenance of internal well motors and measurement

of this system.

Also, effective communication with the client before,

instruments the score will be given.

during and after operation, and using update and efficient

Equipment and Process of Repair and Maintenance: In

Determination the Evaluation Committee

software is important in scoring of a company and also at

this section, according to equipment for repair and

In order to perform a comprehensive and fair evaluation

the management level, the criterion of stability and loyalty

maintenance,

and rating in this field, we require to create committees

to the company are also considered.

workshop area, process of repair and maintenance and

at the level of ministry of oil, representative of subsidiary

Reports and Analysis: This section considers the

as well as update technologies in this field, scoring will be

companies of ministry of oil, set specialists in the field of

examination of the quality of reporting before, during and

done.

directional drilling and consulting engineers for planning.

after operations. In examining of reports, number and

This committee should periodically examine the abilities

quality of plan, BHA design, Anti-collision, torque & drag,

Status of Scoring

of all companies from all aspects, so that at any moment,

Hydraulic report before the start of operations, providing

For scoring we operate in accordance with the displayed

results of updated evaluations are available.

daily reports during operations, final reports after

table. For each criterion, two factors are important: the

perform operations and other reports in the contract will

gained score and the amount of importance and weight of

Method of Evaluation and Ranking

considered. Regular attendance record at daily meetings

that criterion.

Here, we introduce the key parameters in evaluation

and effective communication with the client in terms of

The score for each criterion according to the relevant

according to their characteristics, and the nature of service

availability and help in carrying out the correct performing

worksheet is between zero to hundred. Initial version of

and equipment. Moreover, we mention how to quantify

of work through effective recommendation were scoring.

persons, experience, expertise and qualifications of each

worksheets for about thirty-five criterions in consultation

them and use these parameters in ranking of directional

Development of knowledge: This section is divided into two

person in the operations.

with the experts was prepared that needs to be completed

drilling companies. By providing a statute, evaluation

parts. First part is knowledge management and second

Equipment and Tools: In this section, all of tools including

and upgraded. The final weighting coefficient of each

structure and special worksheet for various criteria, we

part of study is research and development.

PDM, MWD, LWD, RSS, Sub & Stabilizer, Jar and NMDC

criterion will be obtained from multiplication of weighting

can analysis scoring and ranking in the directional drilling

Knowledge Management: This section is divided into

according to variety of size, brand and their manufacturer

coefficients of earlier levels. Final score for each criterion is

service provider companies. These parameters must have

five parts including Leadership, culture, processes,

will be scored.

multiplication of its score on its final weighting coefficient.

the ability to quantify, standardize and determine the

measurements, and technology based on KMAT standard

Operational Records: The score of this part was obtained

Total scores of total achieved scores in all criterions will

impact of their weighting coefficients.

(The Knowledge Management Assessment Tools) for

according to drilling experiences, number of fields that

be considered.

Given that the purpose of assessment is evaluation and

center of quality and efficiency by Arthur Andersen is

directional drilling service companies have experience

It should be noted that the weighting coefficient of any

ranking from technical perspective, the main sector

designed and in each section questions have been raised

in, waiting hours (NPT Times), amount of time between

section was obtained by consultation with the experts

that is proposed in order for evaluation and ranking

that according to their results, score of this part will

tools failures (MTBF) according to number of performed

and pundits in the field of directional drilling from

will be presented in four parts; engineering, knowledge

acquired.

operations, follow of the directional drilling program and

service provider companies and representatives of client

development, operation and maintenance that all of them

Research and Development: in this section, number of

achieving the reservoir targets and objectives according

companies.

has been described below. With the description of each

research projects that were done, corrections that

to announced schedule and getting ahead of schedule and

Furthermore, this statute should have the capability to

section and its ranking, the key elements for each part have

were done on tools, books and published articles will be

speeding up operations according to the predicted time

consider evaluation and ranking according to the client’s

been determined and considered as evaluation criteria.

examined and scoring will be done.

for operation.

demands. For example, in drilling as performance, and the

Operations:

asset

and

equipment

management,

use of down hole motors and lack of need to tools MWD,

Engineering Group:

This section is divided into three parts include: operation

Repair and Maintenance

in the evaluation of candidate companies, MWD score

This section is divided into two parts: first part is

engineering,

This section is divided in two parts include: engineers of

will not be considered. So, it is necessary that different

department of management and engineering and second

directional drilling service companies.

inspection part, repair and maintenance of equipment and

worksheet for different criterion be considered and

part is reports and analysis.

Operation Engineers: This section is concerned with

process of repair and maintenance.

during of evaluation only client’s demand be considered.
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L2

L3

L4

Managers
&
Eng. Group
(60%)

Reports
&
Analysis
(40%)

L5

Education (30%)
Experience (50%)
Certificates (10%)
Commitment (10%)
Education (40%)
Engineering Group
(30%)
Experience (40%)
Min=2 , Max= 5
Certificates (20%)
Effective Client Contact(10%)
Software Capability (60%)
Software
(10%)
Available Licenses (40%)
On time Sending (30%)
Pre Job: Planning Package
( Plan, Anti-Coll., Hyd., T&D) (30%)
Accuracy & Comprehensive (70%)
Manager, Head, Co-ordinators
(50%)
Maximum 4

During Job: Daily Reports (Survey & Survey Quality Control, On time Sending (30%)
BHA & Slide Sheet, Inventory), NCR, EFR (45%)
Accuracy & Comprehensive (70%)
On time Sending (30%)
Accuracy & Comprehensive (70%)
Eng. & Operation Procedure & Policy (20%)
Leadership (20%)

Knowledge
Management
(70%)
Research &
Development
(30%)

Exp. Sheet
Cert. Sheet
Comm. Sheet
Edu. Sheet
Exp. Sheet
Cert. Sheet
Contact Sheet
Soft. Sheet

Reports Sheet

Proc. Sheet
Leadership Sheet

Culture (20%)

Culture Sheet

Process (20%)

Process Sheet

Measurement(20%)

Measurement Sht.

Technology (20%)

Technology Sht.

Research Projects (40%)

Research Sheet

Tool Modification (40%)

Modifictaion Sh.

Publication(Paper, Book, etc.) (20%)

Publ. Sheet

Education (30%)
Experience (50%)
Certificates (20%)
Education (30%)
Experience (50%)
Certificates (20%)

Directional Drillers (50%)

MWD Engineers (50%)

Edu. Sheet

Mark

Weight

Mutual Expectations of Clients and
contractor selection in directional
drilling contracts
Babak Karimi Dehkordi

Exp. Sheet
Cert. Sheet
Edu. Sheet

Iranian Centeral Oil Fields Co.

Exp. Sheet
Cert. Sheet

Number of Sets (50%)
PDM Sheet
PDM (35%)
(11 1/4, 9 5/8, 8, 6 3/4, 4 3/4, Quality (35%)
3 1/2, 2 7/8)
New/Old (15%)
Number of Sets (45%)
Brand (60%)
Max. Temperature (5%)
Quality (25%)
MWD Sheet
MWD (25%)
LCM Limitation (25%)
Sand/Solid Limitation (10%)
Bettery Life (20%)
Data Telemetry (10%)
Number of Sets (60%)
Gyro Sheet
GYRO (10%)
Technology (40%)
Quality (40%)
Brand (60%)
Adj. Gauge Stab (15%)
String Stab (15%)
Reamer (10%)
Other Sheet
Other (10%)
Agitator (5%)
NMDC (40%)
Pony NMDC (10%)
PBL Sub (5%)
Modern
LWD (20%)
Technology
Modern Technologies (20%)
sheet
RSS (80%)
Number of Fields (20%)
Field Experience
Drilling Experience (30%)
Number of Hole section (10%)
Sheet
Drilling Meterage (70%)
NPT Sheet
NPT vs. Operation Hr. (10%)
Motor (60%)
MTBF Sheet
MTBF (10%)
MWD (40%)
Sizing

Instruments
(30%)

Operation
Experience
(40%)

Actual distance to Plan (10%)
Trajectory Following (10%)
Time Saving (Based on Drilling Program and time breakdown schedule) (10%)

Maintenance (15%)

International Experience (10%)

Maintenance
Engineers
(40%)

Client Certificates & Satisfactions (10%)
Education (30%)
Maintenance Management (40%)
Experience (40%)
Certification (30%)
Education (30%)
DD Lab Crew (30%)
Experience (40%)
Certification (30%)
Education (30%)
MWD Lab Crew (30%)
Experience (40%)
Certification (30%)

Actual to
Distance Sheet
Trajectory
Following Sheet
Time Saving
Sheet
International
Experience Sheet
Client
Certificates Sheet
Education Sheet
Experience Sheet

Supply &
Maintenance
(60%)

MWD Lab(Oil Circulaton Device, DC Power Supply,
Pressure Control Eq., Calibration Stand) (50%)

Asset Management (15%)
Maintenance Area (10%)
Tools Inspection (60%)
Maintenance Process (20%)
Calibration Systems (40%)
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drilling, like pipe sticking, loss, and well blowout. If well
routes and schedules need to be changed or modified,
the client and the contractor make the necessary
changes or modifications during numerous meetings and
coordination. In general, the expectations of clients from
the contractors are as follows:
The number of teams required for conducting directional
drilling operations on different wells must be known.
Presenting the equipment specifications in relevant
workshops in Iran and abroad is important. The client
must have visited the equipment in addition to monitoring
Client’s expectations of the directional drilling contractors
are usually stipulated in contracts between them;
therefore, one can include technical expectations in
the task description and text of contract of a directional
drilling operation. In the task description of the project,

Certification Sheet
Education Sheet
Experience Sheet
Certification Sheet
Education Sheet
Experience Sheet
Certification Sheet

DD Lab (BOM, Jar Tester, Motor Tester) (50%)
Maintenance Instruments (35%)

Modern Meintenance Technologies (20%)

80

L6
Edu. Sheet

Post Job: End of Well Reports( EOWR) (5%)

Field
Engineers
(30%)

Operation (45%)

Technical Evaluation of Directional Drilling Companies

Knowledge Development
(10%)

Technical

Engineering (30%)

L1

Technical

Maintenance
Instrument
Sheet
Asset
Managemet
Sheet
Maintenance
Area Sheet
Maintenance
Process Sheet
Modern
Technology
sheet

the predicted number of wells to perform directional
drilling is determined. Furthermore, the client is provided
with the details and technical specifications of each well,
based on a predicted plan so that the operation proceeds
based on that. The duty of the client is to provide initial
plan design as well starting point, azimuth, angle, geology
forecast program, and also providing information about
the approximate wells to determine events during the

of drilling operations before and during project
implementation.
Client’s expectations of the directional drilling
contractors are usually stipulated in contracts
between them; therefore, one can include
technical expectations in the task description
and text of contract of a directional drilling
operation.
Presenting equipment and tools with new technology by
the contractor are considered by the client.
The contractor’s use of sufficient skilled work force,
D r i l l i n g / FEB 2017
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who has already been working in the oil and gas fields, is

are eliminated. It should be noted that generally, based on

necessary and its documentation should be provided.

the rules, contractor companies reaching next stage must

The expectations are requested from the contractor

be at least three companies (rules might be different in the

before the start of the project and the client will have

client companies). The notable thing in this stage is clear

full supervision during the project on how it is done.

scoring system based on tables. Earning at least 60 points

Furthermore, the financial proposal is determined by

out of 100 points in most companies is necessary to go to

tables of the rates of equipment and groups in operation

the next stage. In this stage, before giving technical scores,

or standby mode from the beginning of the project and

question and answer sessions will be held with contractors

is paid during the project based on those. A directional

and possible uncertainties and expectations are raised

drilling operation may be required from 4 to 17 inches

and given answers. As mentioned in the second stage,

holes, based on the client’s request from the contractor;

in the third stage, after minimum required companies

therefore, the contractor must provide all components

go to next stage, it is time for prices and opening of the

and tools in different sizes and sufficient numbers and

tender envelopes and contractors present their bids to

show them to the client so that the drilling operation

the client. Tender commissions and the client’s technical

continues on time and without any delays.

representatives convene to open the envelopes. Based on

Selection of directional drilling contractor

the tables in the tender documents, financial proposals

Mehdi Abbas Torki

To make a proper and fair selection of directional drilling

for each well and the whole project for the time of the

KPK Co.

contractors, the following stages are followed step by

contract are determined. Now, this question is raised that

step. In the first stage, general items are requested from

whether the financial proposal of companies that obtained

It is undeniable that enhancement of technology even in

the participants, which includes providing a resume of

the minimum and maximum required technical points is

the simplest tools used in directional drilling services can

activities, financial resources, tasks, and projects they

observed in this stage. The client extracts the leveled price

increase efficiency. However, market realities, different

have done in the past few years, or recommendations

based on the formula below.

levels of clients’ service as well as a special attitude

The Importance of Technology in
Evaluating and Ranking Directional
Drilling Companies
contractors by large clients of oil industry has been limited
to integrated contractor assessment tables with a special
attention to the provided services.
In this method, clients base their assessment on task

toward the difference in the ability of Iranian directional

the must have visited the equipment in addition

L: Leveled final price

to monitoring of drilling operation before and

drilling companies in terms of financial, equipment, and

C: Bids in envelopes

during project implementation

technological issues reveal that ranking directional

i: Impact factor

drilling companies in Iran requires more meticulous

t: Technical points Project

investigations. That is because some directional drilling

letters they have received from their previous clients.

companies can provide high quality and acceptable service

This is a preliminary assessment. In other words, the client

If we consider the price of the recommendations

in accordance with their clients’ objectives through access

provides the companies in a tender with an overview of

contained in the as a number, then the impact factor of

to a medium level of technological tools. In this case, if

the projects and goals. In turn, the contractor companies

technical points could be different numbers depending

required by the client, the financial capability of the service

send their initial information for the client. Finally, an initial

on the decision taken in the tender Commission and

providing company, or the economic justification for the

assessment is made and merely contractor companies

technical departments. Finally, a leveled price is extracted

participation of foreign partners to have access to high-

far from the requirements who do not have technical

and the winner of the tender is the company with the

tech tools, changes can be made to provide services with

expertise and the ability to finance are eliminated.

least leveled price. In each project, the impact factor can

high technology. These changes can lead to enhancing the

In the second stage, the project’s task description and

change depending on the type of the project. It should be

company’s rank in providing services.

the client’s needs are provided for the contractor. At this

noted that if a company has proposed a very low price,

First, it is important to mention that there has not been

stage, it is expected that the contractors provide thorough

for example in a directional drilling project, which is very

a formal, integrated, and specific assessment regarding

technical information and resume, mentioning the essential

technical and technological, this factor could be different.

service providers of directional drilling and therefore no

tools and equipment for the client, which are examined by

It is possible that only one company is not the winner of the

ranking of them. In this situation, the basis for the cross-

the client’s experts. In this stage, some other companies

tender and the project is given to two or three companies.

sectional and occasional assessment of directional drilling
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descriptions and the present sensitivities regarding the
achievement of the objectives. In the simplest method and
view, availability of required equipment, including engines,
MWD etc. with general technical conditions is considered
as the basis. In the end, estimation of final price is regarded
as the main criterion and advantage to qualify and win a
directional drilling company.
As mentioned before, no specific framework has been
chosen for this undertaking and in fact, the control list of
clients for initial assessment and finally, giving technical
grade and ranking is merely applied in tender processes.
In 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s, due to a shortage of
directional drilling companies in Iran, which were only
one governmental company, and a few private companies
(mostly foreign and rarely domestic), task division was
carried out based on agreements between large clients
(mainly National Iranian Oil companies) originating
from a preliminary contract. Finally, in stages where the
governmental service providing companies were not
capable of supplying tools with special technology, clients
provided directional drilling services from the external
companies available.
In the mid-2000s, given the special conditions and leaving
of international companies on one hand, and the tangible,
considerable arrival of Chinese companies on the other
hand, and the presence of newly established companies,
D r i l l i n g / FEB 2017
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LWD (resistive and Fullset), EM-MWD, Short Radious
Drilling, Extended Reach Drilling, etc. the nature of the
impact of technological parameters, their up-to-date

Technical

and efficient nature can be a basis for evaluating and
ranking companies. Regarding performance drilling, this
issue should be considered given the uniqueness of used
engines.
2.Regarding conventional directional drilling services, in

Challenges to the Implementation
of Optimization Services in Drilling
Operations

terms of practical frequency of conventional directional
drilling tools and on the other hand the demands of midthe discussion on the impact of technology and using

level clients, ranking of directional drilling companies can

modern technologies like LWD, RSS etc. was marginalized

be done based on the relative availability of directional

and this trend continued until the late-2000s and early-

drilling tools and the impact of technological parameters

2010s.

cannot be a good indicator of a company’s ranking.

During this period of time, given the needs of running EPC

Rubin Roshanzamir
OP Drill Co.

projects by private or semi-private companies, particularly

3.Concerning participation in EPC projects in progress by

in common fields, the discussion on technological

Ministry of Petroleum subsidiaries and private financing

advantages and tools available to directional drilling

companies, different rankings can be presented based

To introduce a new product, planning, and strategy

the result of using optimization service. Referring to the

companies like RSS, LWD (resistive and Fullset) once

on task description, implementation place, common or

(preparation, advertising, etc.) is required. Accordingly,

reduced percentage of increase in labor productivity,

again became the basis for comparing service receiving

uncommon fields or other influential and agreed upon

introducing drilling optimization service to Iranian oil

from “the first well to the second well” in comparison

companies and clients.

elements.

and gas market is also in need of planning and strategy.

with “the second well to the third well” is also necessary

What is clear is that with the exception of directional

Finally, it is necessary to mention that current criteria for

Despite clients’ expectations from drilling optimization

at this step so that the client can evaluate the service

drilling services at the sea, in which due to its conditions,

evaluation are independent without using an integrated

services in our country, it can be easily realized that

with a clearer attitude. Lack of experience in Iran’s

the ability to supply the specific tools for this service by

index as a whole and merely on the basis of experiences

unfortunately, the mentioned proper patterns have not

oil and gas market is regarded as another challenge

sea, through international companies and neighboring

and previous good reputation, financial strength and

been used in introducing optimization services.

in the introduction of this service. The feasibility of

countries without entering the mainland exists, for

equipment of directional drilling service providing

In fact, increasing the speed of drilling bits is a small

initiating the application of the service with the use

providing directional drilling services in land, the

companies. In this situation, creating an integrated

part of applying optimization service in the drilling

of the existing equipment in the drilling rig with only a

technological impact of tools on assessment of contractors

evaluation method according to providing onshore and

operation. In short, the steps for presenting the

few modifications in the operating processes is another

has merely been carried out by discontinuous analyses

offshore service for common fields, and clients’ objectives

optimization service include the introduction of the

challenge in its introduction.

in various companies and based on projects in progress.

based on the ongoing task description, under the influence

service, making the contract, and the implementation of

These independent assessments have by no means been

of technological parameters seems necessary.

the contract.

Contractual
Regardless of the challenges to persuade the client

connected to each other among clients in a formal and
documented way.

Introduction of the service

about the necessity of making the contract before

In this situation, the need to create a single structure

Due to shortcomings in the definition of this service,

starting to study the data, making a separate contract

for evaluating and ranking service providing companies,

modifying this definition is our first challenge in dealing

with the client is the biggest challenge in providing

with the presence of major clients and service providing

with the clients. A delicate matter that needs to be

optimization service, since software is heavily employed

companies is necessary. Regarding the importance of

considered at this level is not insisting on eradicating

in this service of drilling operations, and the hardware

ranking based on the technological level of tools the

the previous definition or definitions. The perfect and

only remains as an offer.

following points should be considered:

accident-free implementation of the drilling operation

Establishing a department to increase productivity

1.Regarding special services of directional drilling, RSS,

within a specified time with a pre-determined budget is

in the client’s drilling engineering team or integrating
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simultaneous monitoring center each will have different

Assurance about the safety of client’s drilling data,

tasks according to the defined responsibilities.

considering the inside or outside position of this center

Accepting the proposed changes and then making sure

to the client’s office is another challenge.

of the proper implementation of the same changes

The next challenge is to determine the simultaneous

during the drilling operation is another challenge,

monitoring center’s level of involvement during drilling

which will be solvable to a large extent by the close

operations and following the client’s policies in defining

relationship between individuals and the presence of

the center’s tasks should be considered.

the optimization service representative at the location

The stability of people settled at this center should be

of the well.

considered carefully during the implementation of the

The representative’s (usually an experienced person)

project. It can turn into another challenge regarding

belief in the effectiveness of the changes is the key to

long shifts (two twelve-hour shifts in 24 hours).

overcoming the main challenges of this department.

By defining the connecting links between the

On the other hand, trusting the calibration and the

three sections of monitoring, implementation and

precision of logging service sensors is a crucial step in

simultaneous monitoring center and designating

the implementation of optimization services.

representatives from each sector, the speed of

By defining the connecting links between the
this service with the directional drilling services is

three sections of monitoring, implementation

a practical solution to the challenge of crossing the

Monitoring Department

and simultaneous monitoring center and

contract. However, private clients enjoy more freedom

In comparison with other parts, this section has the

designating representatives from each sector,

in this regard compared to governmental clients.

lowest challenges during the implementation of

the speed of decision-making during drilling

The presence or the absence of the optimization

optimization services. The familiarity of supervisory

operations will be optimized. Determining

service representative at the location of the well, the

staff with optimization service and its implementation

the context of this relationship and recording

representative’s authority next to the directional driller

before the operation plays an important role in the

the exchanged data are other challenges on

(DD) and client’s representatives are among the items

success of the implementation. Holding coordination

the path to implementing this service.

that must be mentioned in the contract along with other

meetings, attended by drilling service representatives,

things.

seems to be required before the operation. When a

Simultaneous Monitoring Center

more comprehensive crisis management is included

If the operational department is considered as the

in the drilling plan, the drilling operations and thereby

monitoring arm, the simultaneous monitoring center

its optimization (to minimize non-productive time) will

can be called its other arm. In other words, the executive

face fewer challenges in implementation.

assurance of monitoring plans will be possible with

To introduce a new product planning and
strategy (preparation, advertising, etc.) is
required. Accordingly, introducing drilling
optimization service to Iranian oil and
gas market is also in need of planning and

department and simultaneous monitoring center.

The biggest challenge in this section is to present a

Existence of a suitable context (traffic volume,

Operational

complete and accurate definition of the duties of those

uninterrupted communication, etc.) to transfer drilling

Running optimization in drilling operations will be

involved in the drilling operation, without interrupting

data to the center is among the first challenges; since,

possible only with teamwork and coordination between

their responsibility. For example, during directional

for example, limitation in the bandwidth inevitably

regulatory and operational sectors, and simultaneous

drilling operations, the directional driller, the client’s

forces the service provider to set up a separate path

monitoring center. Therefore, the challenges of this

representative, the representative of optimizing

to transfer the data that require obtaining additional

step will be considered separately in each section.

service and experienced workforce deployed in the

licenses from the client.
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optimized. Determining the context of this relationship
and recording the exchanged data are other challenges
of implementing this service.

the serious coordination and cooperation operational
Operational Department

strategy.

decision-making during drilling operations will be
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The prospect of dramatic growth
with the presence of foreign
partners

What has been the SeaLand’s Company approach in

colleagues, has been affected by the lack of investment

cooperation with foreign companies? What successes

in oil and gas projects. Delay in payment has have a great

have you achieved? What are the problems for

effect on drilling service industry and has led to disruption

cooperation with reputable companies to transfer

of development plans of service companies in this sector,

technology?

and the SeaLand Company has been no exception. Delay

Since its establishment, SeaLand Company has sought

in payments leads to the reduction of company’s liquidity

cooperation with international partners as one of its

and consequently reduction of the quality of its services.

strategic policies. This policy has allowed us to transfer

National Iranian Oil Company, as the trustee in Iran’s oil

knowledge and technology. Given its advantages, we

industry, must think of a fundraising solution.

seek to develop quantitative and qualitative cooperation
with our international partners. Nevertheless, there are

According to new opportunities for investment in

of course problems and limitations in this area, the most

Iran’s oil and gas industry, how do you see the future of

important of which are bank transfers as well as delay in

drilling industry?

our clients’ payments.

New types of contracts and Joint Comprehensive Plan
of Action space as well as global conditions of oil and gas

Shahriar Safinejad

Have you been successful in the localization of

SeaLand

have resulted in increasing the acceptance of international

equipment used in drilling operations during the time

companies to operate in oil and gas fields in Iran. I hope

your company has been working? What challenges

these contracts will conclude successfully and the related

Shahriar Safinejad is the CEO of SeaLand Engineering and Well Services. We sat to talk with him about the overall situation of

are there in the domestic production in the drilling

activities begin. With the launch of these projects, drilling

the drilling industry of the country, SeaLand’s vicissitudes, and the future plans of this company.

industry?

industry activities will grow. Fortunately, in the new type

Localization reduces costs and improves service quality.

of contracts, financing is transparent and these projects
will face no problems in the implementation phase.

Please introduce “SeaLand” shortly. What vicissitudes

under a contract with DCI Company, which fortunately,

Therefore, SeaLand Company attempted to set up

has this company undergone? What are the strengths

this cooperation continues over about six years and has

manufacturing and R&D unit since its inception. We have

and weaknesses of SeaLand Company?

been going on continuously. In this area, our activities

made good achievements in this field, and we will proceed

What is your opinion about holding drilling industry

SeaLand Company was founded by a group of highly

developed to South Pars projects, Petro Gohar and

research

congress? What suggestions do you have to improve

qualified professionals in the drilling service industry as

Petro Pars Companies. In the area of lattice making,

Certainly, we need cooperation and support in this area,

the quality of this event?

an Iranian company in the field of drilling services of oil

we have provided successful services for Oil Industry

since field research and manufacturing are very costly

Drilling industry congress brought about positive results

and gas wells. With the investment of its Founding Board,

Engineering Construction affiliated to Iranian Offshore

and only multinational corporations with high-income can

last year. Moreover, it provided an opportunity for

the company managed to provide advanced technology

Oil Company.

handle these costs. I think a policy of supporting from the

cooperation of client companies, and drilling industry

from international companies during the difficult times

SeaLand Company has always stressed the importance

National Iranian Oil Company could have significant and

contractors on the problems in the industry. The good

of sanctions. SeaLand services commenced in 2011 by

localization and technology transfer, as its long-term

positive results. Of course, these policies should be in line

thing about this was the assessment of problems of both

logging operations of the National Company in the oil-rich

policy, has made efforts in this regard. Today, in addition

with supporting operating and active companies in the

the clients and the contractors with a comprehensive

areas in the south. The result of this collaboration was

to our services, we can provide part of our hardware

drilling industry.

point of view. I hope this year, with the concerted efforts of

performing about 115 operations a year. Our activities

and software requirements. This capability results

in marine projects include development phases of South

from the company’s long-term investments in this field.

What factors do you think result in economic problems

more achievements will be gained. My suggestion

Pars and Iranian Offshore Oil Company. In this regard, we

In addition, developing human resources is one of the

in the drilling industry? Have these problems affected

regarding improvement of the quality of this Congress,

can mention cooperation with Petro Gohar Farasahel Kish

strengths of SeaLand, which has nurtured a young

the activities of your company? What solution do you

more support and participation on the part of senior

Oil Engineering, Oil Industry Engineering Construction

knowledgeable and experienced generation. I am deeply

propose?

management of companies in specialized committees.

Company and Dana Drilling Company.

convinced that this investment and the acquisition of

Drilling industry has faced a lack of investment in recent

Good luck to you and your partners in organizing this

Shortly after the start of logging, directional drilling

these capabilities will have a positive impact on the

years, and this has had an adverse impact on the progress

Congress.

services started in Iranian Offshore Oil Company and

future of the drilling services industry.

and prosperity of the industry. Our company, like other
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Matching Drill Bit to Specific Drilling
System /drive (Motor, RSS) through
Design Process associated with
simulation tools.
Amin Azhar, Sylvain MArcant and George Brandie
VAREL Oil and Gas Drill Bits

In order to produce a full suite of roller cone and PDC

directional profile. To do this, engineers consider the

drill bits, it is essential to combine the most advanced

operator’s parameters for dogleg severity, borehole

knowledge and understanding of bit design with the

quality and rate of penetration (ROP). The bit’s ability to

latest manufacturing technology. Steerability and

achieve a given wellbore objective relies upon two clues

stability are two major characteristics of a qualified

for design factors: stability and directional behavior -

drill bit. A comprehensive design approach achieves the

(Steerability)

“sweet spot” of performance through capturing drilling

When designing bits for directional drilling systems,

requirements, identifying the whole formations to be

gages are specifically considered by engineers. It

drilled, and modelling aspects such as cutter interaction

is imperative to design a correct gage in order to

and the ability to simulate the bit performance. The latest

complement individual drilling system.

high-tech bits deliver Improved Directional Control
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with a faster ROP, excelling Torque management and

Gauge History

higher Stability and Whirl/Vibration Resistance.

Although

To maximize drilling efficiency, both the bit and drilling

systems is well modelled, the directional behaviour

systems have to be considered. Engineers in research

of the bit itself coupled to the RSS has been the subject

and development department use the data of field run

of many controversies in the drilling and scientific

data and laboratory tests to create a guideline matrix

communities. Indeed, the deviation mechanism is

in order to design the most effective bit for the drilling

different according to the RSS configuration (push-

system.

the-bit or point-the-bit). For a push-the-bit system, the

This matrix considers the system type, point the bit,

side force generally controls the deviation. However,

push the bit or hybrid as well as the power generated and

for a point-the-bit system, it’s generally the bit tilt that

drilling characteristics delivered by the tool. Voyager

controls the deviation. As a consequence, in both cases

bits are custom designed to the operator’s specific

the bit is submitted to the different side forces and tilts.

the

mechanical behaviour of
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A project supported by of one of the industry’s leading

In parallel, the test results were combined with

customers and industry leading BHA providers has

ARMINES/Geosciences BHA analysis software to

Directional Bit Behaviour and Steerability

been conducted to be tested in the laboratory to study

evaluate and quantify the findings. The final results

In deviated wells, the capacity to realize the well plan

the directional behaviour of drilling PDC bits submitted

were consistent with the results of drilling test bench.

strongly depends on the BHA and drill bit directional
behaviours. Spot provides a complete directional model

to various side forces and tilt angles.

taking into account the BHA (rotary, RSS or motor) and

ARMINES/Geosciences BHA analysis software is one of

A project supported by of one of the industry’s leading customers and industry leading BHA
Gauge Test
Conclusions
most
providers
has been conducted to be tested in the laboratory the
to study
theadvanced
directionalsoftware
behaviour of
of its kind in the market to
PDCdiameter
bits submitted
various
forces
and tilt angles.
Three 8drilling
1/2-inch
drilltobits
withside
three
various
predict drilling trajectories. Indeed, this software uses a

cutting profiles were designed and manufactured.

coupling between a bit model and a 3D mechanical BHA

Gauge Test Conclusions
These cutting
structures
weredrill
tested
withthree
a great
Although
thedesigned
bit and and
the formation effects have
Three 8 1/2-inch
diameter
bits with
various model.
cutting profiles
were
numbermanufactured.
of possible These
configurations:
More were
than tested
100 with
beena ignored
in theofpast,
it is well recognized today
cutting structures
great number
possible
configurations:
More
than
100
gauge
configuration
tests
were
carried
out
in
the
laboratory
and
gaugeA configuration
out leading
in thecustomers
that a and
correct
trajectory
prediction
requires a coupling
project supportedtests
by of were
one of carried
the industry’s
industry
leading BHA
the final results were fully evaluated.
providers
hasthe
beenfinal
conducted
to be
tested
in the
laboratory to among
study thethe
directional
behaviour
laboratory
and
results
were
fully
evaluated.
rock, the
bit andofthe BHA.
drilling PDC bits submitted to various side forces and tilt angles.
of one of the industry’s leading customers and industry leading BHA
The final stage of the project was the implementation
Test Conclusions
ucted to be tested in theGauge
laboratory
to study the directional behaviour of
of these
results
the VAREL
Three
profiles
wereinto
designed
and proprietary SPOT-DN™
ed to various side forces
and 8tilt1/2-inch
angles. diameter drill bits with three various cutting
manufactured. These cutting structures were tested withdrill
a bit
great
number
of
possible
design platform and now forms an integral part
configurations: More than 100 gauge configuration tests were carried out in the laboratory and
one of the industry’s leading customers and industry leading BHA
of the design process of the directional drill bit.
the final
results
wereprofiles
fully evaluated.
ter drill bits with three
various
cutting
were designed and
ed to be tested in the laboratory to study the directional behaviour of
utting structures were tested with a great number of possible
to various side forces and tilt angles.
n 100 gauge configuration tests were carried out in the laboratory and
Proprietary Design Tools
Picture of ten (10) manufactured gauge rings
Three (3) cutting profiles: short SH, Medium ME and Long LG
y evaluated.

drill bits with three various cutting profiles were designed and
ing structures were tested with a great number of possible
100 gauge configuration tests were carried out in the laboratory and
valuated.
Picture of ten (10) manufactured gauge rings

ured gauge rings

Three (3) cutting profiles: short SH, Medium ME and Long LG

Aftershortyears
ofMEextensive
Three (3) cutting profiles:
SH, Medium
and Long LG

(Unconfined

Compressive

Strength)

from E-logs and drilling logs. The information helps
determine the emphasis placed on bit hydraulic, cutting
structure type (hardness, cutter type/size), and body
material.
Spot.Net: Cutting structure Layout and bit signature in

ASCII text files offer many possibilities to analyse and
report bit performance. Spot is also the entry point
for generating bit signature files exploited by DIG-IT
for advanced vibration and contact simulations. Once
a design is validated, Spot creates a bit parameter file
that will be directly imported in a CAD software when
starting the bit manufacturing process.

a given environment

structures which ‘’drilled on paper’’ combine with the

Conclusion

laboratory test of the full scale bit, a process combining

While only representing a small portion of the drilling

cutting structure, rock type and application objectives

budget, drill bit designs have been proven to have a large

on ‘’bridgeable’’ software and has been packaged in the

analytical tools like:

In parallel, the test results were combined with ARMINES/Geosciences BHA analysis software
to evaluate and quantify the findings. The final results were consistent
with the results
of drilling
Geosciences:
Determine
formation type, mineralogy
test bench.
and Rock UCS
ts were combined with ARMINES/Geosciences BHA analysis software
the findings. The final results were consistent with the results of drilling

were combined with ARMINES/Geosciences BHA analysis software

constraints

Graphical plots, dashboard result visualization or

development of cutting

The Process includes a work flow analysis using various

D r i l l i n g / FEB 2017

lithology’s, rock fractions, abrasiveness and mechanical

depth interval.

versus drives and well profiles.

Voyager directional
Product
line and a guideline matrix
In parallel, the test results were combined with ARMINES/Geosciences
BHA analysis
software
to evaluate and quantify the findings. The final results were to
consistent
with thethe
results
of drilling
help design
most
effective bit for the drilling
test bench.
system.
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Geoscience provides powerful tools for reconstituting

presents performance challenges in terms of efficiency

simulates bit behavior during drilling process is based
Three (3) cutting profiles: short SH, Medium ME and Long LG

of the system along the entire section or for a specified

PDC bit performance in directional application usually

has been developed. This process which models/

d gauge rings

the drill bit. Bit designers can evaluate the steerability

Spot is a complete solution for bit design and
optimization. As a support tool decision, Spot evaluates
the bit performance from a user defined selection of
cutters, bit features and structure design.
The generated bit model then computes ROP capacities,
steerability, walking tendency and bit life in different

impact on drilling economics. Also we believe that close
communication between client and bit manufacturer
is paramount in order to improve performances, and
together with all above engineering matching the Drill
bit design to any drive system is achieved each and
every time.

formations and rock hardness regarding to the log data
information provided by Geoscience. The bit behavior
is simulated in real drilling conditions including mud,
borehole and operating parameters.
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Factors Affecting the Reduction of
Human Errors in Controlling Wells

uncontrollable events. Experts in the field insist that

document as a valid proof in their countries. In Canada,

spending time and money on two factors of education

Second Line Well Control certificate is perceived as

and standardization of operations can greatly reduce

valid and acceptable for those involved in the drilling

the human error factor.

operation.
Examining a large number of unwanted well

Developing Training
In 1982, a committee composed of representatives of
Department of Energy in various countries in Europe,
representatives of big oil companies and the union

blowout events and statistical studies of the
wells indicates that human error factor has been
the most important of and the most influential
factor in occurrence of uncontrollable events.

of employees concluded after a series of meetings
that establishing a standard training curriculum with

Developing Standards against the Blowout

valid certificate after completion of the course would

During the development of drilling industry, companies

be a good solution to fight and prevent the blowout

in this industry have made many efforts to eliminate

phenomenon. After concerted efforts in 1992, the

the risk of uncontrollable blowout phenomena in wells.

European Well Controlling Federation was established

Among the measures taken have been holding training

in the Netherlands. This establishment was globalized

courses for the staff or the development of standards

after its development and its name was changed to

to control the blowout. For example, companies such

IWCF.

as Shell, BP, Exon, Saudi Aramco and most national

The main task of this organization is the standardization

oil companies in various countries have begun to

of different methods of controlling wells, determining

formulate and develop guidelines to prevent and fight

the required training in each course and certification

against oil and gas well blowouts. With the passage of

for people with different responsibilities in the field of

time and deepening of the wells, these guidelines have

drilling operations.

been regularly updated and they have included new

Today, an internationally recognized qualification is

experiences. This has also happened in Contractor

not only mandatory for people working in the drilling

rig companies, where they have been aware of the

industry in many countries, but is also among the

importance of unwanted well blowout and the extensive

requirements of working with companies insuring

damages made to tools and individuals as a result of

drilling operations or governments issuing the drilling

this phenomenon. As a result, they also have developed

license.

instructions to periodically check tools and methods to

Although other certifications are offered in this area,

fight against the unwanted blowouts. After the all-round

With increasing depth of wells drilled in

global attention to the evidence provided by the IWCF

development of these standards by client- contractor

different parts of the world, the probability of

is increased day after day. This could be due to the

companies and national companies, several differences

encountering this phenomenon and the severity

focus- strictness in issuing documentation, specific

between these companies and incompatibility between

of damages has increased significantly.

courses to train teachers and providing inspection

the clients and contractors’ instructions were reported

and continuous assessment from providing centers.

that following one would mean violating another.

There are certainly other valid certificates in this area.

To resolve this issue, now, before starting a project, key

For example, the International Association of Drilling

personnel in client and contractor companies review

(IADC) also provides similar courses for training and

the disputed issues in meetings and finally publish a

providing valid well controlling certificates. Still, some

joint document that the parties consider acceptable.

countries, like the United States of America regard this

This document is known as a birding document; the

Amir Hossein Zamani
Kish Oil Engineering Co.

Since the day mankind started digging wells on earth

a downhole kick equals one experience out of seven

in search of hydrocarbon resources, they have been

wells drilling, while this probability in drilling at high

struggling with the phenomenon of uncontrolled well

depth (vertical depth more than 3,000 meters) is one

blowout. Over the past hundred years, it has been

experience in every well.

repeated again and again, causing extensive damage to

It should be noted that any downhole kick does not

the environment and to the tools and work force.

necessarily lead to a well blowout phenomenon.

With the increasing depth of wells drilled in different

One or more of the following is required for a blowout

parts of the world, the probability of encountering this

to occur:

phenomenon and the severity of damages has increased

1. The failure to recognize dangerous situations and

significantly. In the drilling history, engineers and

lack of planning to deal with them;

specialists of this industry have identified and applied

2. The lack of decision-making and appropriate response

different ways to identify, control, and fight against

when a downhole kick happens;

the unwanted well blowout. However, despite all the

3. Absence, weakness or malfunction of well controlling

improvements, incidents still recur.

equipment

Makando incident, which happened in April 2010 in
the Gulf of Mexico in a well, in depths of more than a
thousand meters in the water, caused the complete
destruction of the drilling rig, the death of eleven
members of the platform as well as the spread of
more than 5 million barrels of crude oil at the sea and
environmental damages. Such cases demonstrate the

Examining a large number of unwanted well flow

importance of well controlling. Statistical studies in oil

events and statistical studies of the wells indicates that

industry show that in drilling at normal depth (vertical

the human error factor has been the most important

depth of below 3000 m) .The probability of experiencing

of and the most influential factor in occurrence of
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senior managers of both sides sign it and regard it as

Any company willing to drill a well in Canada needs to

controlling fields such as Boots & Coots, with which

they follow the approved rules: AER representatives

acceptable.

receive license from the state government and as a

they have a deal, to the region and these companies

compare the current situation with rules and guidelines

result the government’s representative, i.e. AER. The

implement all the stages and operations required for

by periodic inspection of the operations, and based on

Examining the Laws in Canada

first and most basic requirement to apply for a license is

controlling the well.

the results of the examinations publish reports in two

In Canada and in Alberta province, Alberta Energy

having a valid insurance license for drilling operations in

Regulator or AER, as a state representative, monitors all

the desired area. Without a valid insurance license from

By law, the operator is required to inform AER within 24

the accountability, the time required for troubleshooting

activities in the oil and gas industry. To control drilling

the Control of Well Insurance (COW), it is impossible to

hours in level one and two accidents and within 2 hours

and financial penalties that the operator company

activities, AER has codified instructions that examine

start any drilling operations.

in level three accidents. AER dispatches representatives

should pay in each case are specified. It should be noted

the most sensitive issues for controlling a well and has

Several companies such as Lloyds in London have

in all cases that examine the current situation and make

that the strength of these reports is to the extent that

made some rules mandatory to ensure the safety of

insurance coverage for drilling operations. These

reports. All these reports will be later used in federal

in certain circumstances AER has the authority to stop

these operations. Examples of these are as follows:

companies examine the desired oil field for drilling,

courts to examine the aspects of the accident and the

the operations completely, revoke the drilling license to

1. Instruction 8 = Depth needed to install surface casing

the design of the well , the number of wells, the types

damage.

taking over the operation until the situation is safe. All

2. Instruction 9 = Minimum requirements for cementing

of wells, service providing companies of the project,

surface casing

etc.; determine the insurance costs; then, make a

AER has created Instruction 19: Compliance Assurance

3. Instruction 10 = Minimum requirements for surface

contract to cover the drilling operations for insurance.

for operators and the client and making sure that

casing design

The insurance cost is normally about three times

It should be noted that AER introduces the existing

4. Instruction 13 = Minimum requirements for

the approved cost for each well (AFE). This amount

laws and changes to senior managers with continuous

temporary and final suspension of a well

covers the unwanted accidents during drilling or the

periodic meetings and workshops.

5. Instruction 36 = Methods and requirements to

costs resulting from well blowout and damage to the

prevent unwanted well blowout

environment.

The objective cycle to ensure the compliance of all

After confirmation of drilling operators as well as

operations with the law adopted by the AER is a cycle

insurance license and the drilling insurer, AER issues

among three mechanisms of prevention, training, and

drilling license to the operator. Before starting the

implementation based on the image below.

categories of Low Risk and High Risk. In this instruction,

of these reports will remain in the company’s records
and will directly affect their rankings.

drilling operations, the operator makes contracts
to prevent or combat unwanted well blowouts with
individuals and companies specialized in well control
activities so that it can dispatch the needed operation
teams to the region quickly.

Experts in the field insist that by spending
time and money on two factors of education
and standardization of operations can greatly
reduce the human error factor.

Typically, a company sends its well control specialists to
the region in level one or two downhole accidents (like
downhole kick or killing the well) so that it can control
the well efficiently. In level three accidents or unwanted
and uncontrolled blowout of fluid to the surface, the
drilling operator sends companies specialized in well
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studies show it is a cost-effective operation. However,

Applications of
Coiled Tubing in Iran

in most cases, this conclusion has been reached that
coiled tubing is more economical than drilling with rigs.
The main advantage of drilling with coiled tubing is that
during drilling operations, exploitation of wells can be
performed simultaneously.
Therefore, in order to use this service, first, an accurate
field study of the tank should be carried out. In other
words, all engineering and operating aspects of the
project should be examined and studied. There is always
a possibility of error, since no one can claim that the
project has proceeded without the slightest problem. In
fact, some errors might not affect the whole operation.

Mohammad Reza Ghanavati

As mentioned before, performance should make the

Petro Danial Kish Co.

client trust the coiled tubing service and the service
providing company. In fact, the requirement to turn the
potential into practical is client and even the service

The main activities of coiled tubing services in Iran

Completion of production string is another aspect of

provider’s risk-taking quality.

include nitrogen and acid dipping services. Furthermore,

this service rarely used in Iran. For instance, placement

As mentioned before, one of the actions that can be

E-Line logging service can be utilized in horizontal wells,

of downhole pumps can be accomplished by coiled

done to understand the implications of this service is to

which is rarely used in Iran.

tubing. Another usage is transferring downhole tools.

win the trust of the client. In fact, it is the duty of service

When an obstacle lies in the path of the wells, Milling

Downhole completion equipment can be transferred,

providing companies to introduce the applications and

Operation is among the solutions for its removal. It is

be taken out to be repaired, and be brought back inside

advantages of this service to the client and to ensure

carried out by drill connection, positive displacement

by coiled tubing. When a tank begins to produce water,

the client that the operations will be successful.

motor (PDM), and pumping fluid through coiled tubing.

one of the simplest ways to prevent its happening is to

Depth recognition device is still used mechanically. It

In fact, it is selected according to downhole obstacle,

make a cement plug, for which coiled tubing is used.

means most devices are used traditionally, although

kind of drill, and PDM. This operation is now common in

This method is outdated in the world, though; and other

depth recognition is placed on a rail and the number

the oil industry and given the domestic capacities, there

methods like chemical injection to gelatinize or stop

is placed on the injector, both work mechanically. On

is a huge room for its improvement.

water production have replaced this method.

the other hand, digital counters lower the possibility

One of the other applications of the coiled tubing is

Sand control screens and formation solids at the

of error, if the desired depth is not performed by the

cleaning the gridded surfaces of the well. In some cases,

entrance to the well are among other applications

correct coiled tubing in the gridding operation, and it

in the part of the tank leading to the well, the entrance to
the well is blocked or semi-blocked over time. The most
common usage of coiled tubing is removing the blockage
by acid dipping, which improves the productivity. Well
fishing is another usage of coiled tubing, which is
more efficient due to pipe tensile strength and greater
downhole access compared to wire and wire line.

One of the actions that can be done to understand

lies at another depth, the result of the operation will not

the implications of this service is to win the trust of

have the desired result. Otherwise, gridding operation

the client. In fact, it is the duty of service providing

should be carried out by logging tools; therefore, one

companies to introduce the applications and

of the capabilities of coiled tubing is gridding operation

advantages of this service to the client and to ensure

through connecting logging tools to coiled tubing, which

the client that the operations will be successful.

leads to a more desirable result.
In

fact,

coiled

tubing

has

numerous

usages.

Removing downhole obstacles, which are sometimes

of coiled tubing in Iran. In addition,

coiled tubing

Unfortunately, this service is not known in our country

created by sand, tank grits, or removed parts of

is employed in redrilling of wells that face a drop in

and is only applied in limited cases like acid dripping,

downhole pipes is another usage of coiled tubing in Iran.

production after some time, when examination and

Nitrogen dripping and milling.
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Absence of New Technologies
in Well Testing

companies do not have access to sufficient information,

these methods is using multiphase flow meter device.

which are obtained through the repetition of well tests

This technology was commercialized in 1994 and it has

required to manage the fields.

been widely used in the oil industry since 2000.
MPFM acts based on measuring the total volume of

For example, assuming that each production well should

fluid passing through the pipeline and calculating the

be tested two twice a year, and given that considering

percentage of each phase and finally, calculating the

the time required for installation, production tests and

pressure of each fluid phases. Therefore, in this method,

removing equipment takes at least 3 days, an oil field

there is no need to separate fluid phases to measure

with approximately 100 production wells needs up to

them.

600 days for well testing operations. Implementing this

Davood Taheri
Petro Danial Kish

volume of operations requires the simultaneous use of

MPFM can be prepared in a shorter compared to

multiple well testing units with relevant personnel and

portable test separator and requires less auxiliary

professional groups that are often not applicable in

equipment and accessories. On the other hand, it needs

terms of cost and operating conditions.

less space for installation; this can have a determining
impact at sea. Due to the lack of separation of fluid

Evaluating and measuring the oil, gas and water from

quality, and when the separator lacks a favorable

wells play crucial roles in the management of reservoirs

condition, like the time when the entering fluid is foamy

and

testing

or the possibility of carrying over or carrying under

operations are useful and necessary, acquiring accurate

exists, measurement precision is highly influenced and

data at appropriate time can be challenging for different

the obtained data would not be reliable and dependable.

reasons. Test welling operations are typically carried

Other challenges of traditional well testing include

out by portable test separator and other pressure

risks of transporting multiple and heavy equipment

control equipment, which are transferred to conduct

for well testing, also sometimes the need to isolate the

operations in land or at the sea. This well testing method,

main production tubes and directing the flow to well

which is based on separating different phases of the

testing equipment and finally, managing or burning the

fluid by gravity-based separation, requires stopping

separated fluid.

increasing

production.

While

well

phases in this method, the measured fluid can be led to
the production lines again.
For many years, this technology has been used in the
oil and gas industry in the world and is not currently
considered as a new technology, while unfortunately, it
has not found its proper place in our country. One of the
main reasons is the clients’ lack of interest in the use of
new technologies and their tendency to apply previous
tested methods.
MPFM was just one example of technologies related

the well for several days from production and entering
well testing phase. While this is a tried and trusted

In order to overcome these problems one should

to well testing, which was not accepted in the Iranian

method for testing the production of wells, it has some

seek new methods for testing the wells. One of

market. There are many of such technologies that this

disadvantages; the accuracy of the results of this type

these methods is using multiphase flow meter

country’s oil and gas industry lacks. There is hope that

of well testing depends on the complete separation

device. This technology was commercialized

new technologies find their place in the Iranian oil and

or at least the optimal phases of manufacturing fluid.

in 1994 and it has been widely used in the oil

gas industry and oil companies pay more attention to

On the other hand, the existing fluid from the well in

industry since 2000.

the use of cost-effective ways to save time, reduce
costs and increase their production.

some cases needs to change the physical and chemical
conditions before entering the separator in order to
improve the process of separation, which requires

The costs of transportation and well testing operations

applying a considerable number of auxiliary equipment

by portable test separator and its accessories and the

and pressure control.

delays in the production of the tested wells may limit

When the fluid phase separation does not have a good

the number of tested wells. Therefore, clients and oil
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According to the above-mentioned problems and
limitations associated with conventional well testing
methods, in order to overcome these problems one
should seek new methods for testing the wells. One of
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Key Performance Indicators
of Acidizing services

Calculation and analysis of items 1, 2 and 3 above,

in a field does not necessarily produce the same results.

provide the ideal indices about the performance of acid

Nevertheless, creating a comprehensive database of

dipping; however, this calculation requires Well Test

results of operations and systematic analysis of the data

and deployment of downhole tools to measure rate and

based on key performance indices will make it possible

temperature, image logs and Production Logging Tools

to have more targeted and therefore more favorable

and stopping the well production, the use of which can

results according to the variety of reservoir formations

provide an accurate picture of the downhole situation.

in oil and gas fields in Iran.

However, in most cases, according to the existing
requirements for non-stop production in production

In addition to the above-mentioned indices that reflect

wells or financial limitations, access to these indices is

the behavior of the wells in acid injection, other indices

practically impossible. Thus, according to the above-

associated with the implementation of the operation

mentioned restrictions, key performance index needs

can also examined in this regard, which include:

to be considered in a way that these limitations do not

- The cost of operations

Mohammad Hasan Fathi

create problems in calculating and comparing them.

- The duration of operations

Persia Oil and Gas Industry Developement Co.

Accordingly, items such as the ratio of production

- The quality of equipment used in operations

to well height, the ratio of injecting acid to the well

- The experience of personnel running the operations

height, the productivity index changes, the duration of

- The quality of consuming materials in the operation

increased production with regard to the least produced

including raw acid and related additives

rate are the most suitable items to calculate the key

- Optimization in the time context and the quality of

performance index.

well cleaning

At first glance, the ultimate goal of a successful

(given the volume of acid used, which at least about

acid dipping operation will be increasing the well

costs 10% of the cost of well drilling), it is appropriate

production ultimately. In this regard, to evaluate the

that the operation leads to long-term effectiveness and

acid dipping operation more accurately and make

merely short-term positive effects are not considered.

the conducted operations in different wells or fields

The realization of a successful acid dipping operation

comparable, determining key performance indices is

requires pre-requisites such as using high quality

essential. Key performance indices are in fact the most

materials and plug-ins, using convenient and efficient

important factors affecting the acid dipping operations.

equipment, acid dipping designs fitting well conditions,

Improvement in each of these indices according to their

using experienced personnel, utilizing new and updated

importance leads to improved results of the operations.

methods of oil and gas industry.

The chosen key performance indices should primarily

According

reflect the expected goals from the operations.

performance indices to evaluate the quality and

Secondly, they must have a key role in the success

efficiency of an acid dipping operation can be expressed

of operations and third, they must be measureable.

as follows:

The indices are intended for long-term use and the

1. The ability of acid dipping to reduce the Skin Effect

logic for their measurement or change does not alter.

2. The performance of acid dipping to increase the

Considering the factor of increasing production alone

permeability

cannot properly assess the success or failure of an

3. The distribution of acid injection in the well height

acid dipping operation. As mentioned earlier, a key

4. The ratio of production to well height

performance index requires long-term monitoring and

5. The ratio of injecting acid to the well height

measurement to measure the amount of influence.

6. The productivity index changes

Given the relatively high costs of acid dipping operations

7. The duration of increased production with regard to

in horizontal wells compared to the cost of well drilling

the least produced rate
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to

the

facts

mentioned

above,

key

- Compliance with environmental problems
Based on the criteria listed, in addition to technical
issues such as type of acid, acid formulation, pumping

No doubt, these indices have high determining

schedule, injection pressure, injection rate, the method

ability regarding the cost and quality of the executed

for transferring acid and many other factors that

operations and are important factors in adapting

must be taken into account in the design of an acid

the designed plan with the executed plan. However,

dipping operation in order to maximize productivity, it

given that there are differences in types of wells,

is appropriate to determine the minimum duration of

fields, well conditions, operational problems and many

the expected production of wells, with a minimum pre-

other issues, they do not have the feasibility power

calculated rate using economic evaluations. Monitoring

to be deployed as comparable factors to evaluate the

of this factor can indicate the long-term qualitative

acid dipping operations. That is running a high cost

indices of an acid dipping operation, and evaluation of

operation, which is a function of equipment, duration

oil production compared to the cost of the operation.

of operation and materials use do not necessarily

Certainly, due to the inherent differences in the physical

guarantee better results. Thus, it is better that after

conditions of the wells regarding porosity, permeability,

evaluating the success of an acid dipping operation

natural and artificial gaps in the well, placement of

using key performance indices and finding the factors

tension axes in the wells, the distance from the oil-water

affecting access to predetermined parameters, the acid

contact surface, type of rock etc., applying the same

dipping plan is designed with keeping optimization in

operating conditions during the acid dipping in two wells

cost/time junctures in mind.
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The Effective Role of Total
Fluids Management on Well
Integrity
Figure -1Drilling Well Cost Benchmarking Vs Drilling Fluids Systems

The above mentioned figures are only an estimation of

Koorosh Tahmasbi, Mojtaba Kalhor

possible cost optimization in a project but the actual

Pars Drilling Fluids Co.

profit is achievable by enhancing the production rate
at the rate of about 1% which is enough to compensate

Drilling fluids play an important role during drilling to

operation. In addition we have involved with future

keep the performance and successful drilling practices. A

environmental liabilities and well integrity concerns

proper treated drilling fluids paly the same role of blood

which cannot be quantified

in human body. This also has a considerable effect on the

As a normal practice, we are looking for saving on

environment and reservoir production performance by

drilling fluids and drilling operation cost saving by

selecting the proper drilling fluids systems and design.

optimizing the design and performance but we need to

Despite the completion of drilling operations, the fluid

consider two important elements;

remains in the hole as a completion and packer fluid for

1-

total life of the well and has a considerable effects on

in future

the reservoir production suitability by minimizing the

2-

well integrity related problems.

performed for improving well integrity and repair

Based on the definition by NORSOK D-010 , well

barriers

integrity is the application of technical, operational and

The second one can cause a HSE issue and global

organizational solutions to reduce risk of uncontrolled

concerns regionally and/or internationally both in

release of formation fluids throughout the life cycle of a

onshore and offshore projects.

well which is limited to the well barriers and monitoring

Based on the performed survey and study in previous

systems. But where is the place for the lack of preventive

years, it has been reported that a proper designed fluid

barrier? This can be a proper selection and design of the

can save up to 15% of drilling operation cost in each

drilling and completion fluids.

well (Figure 1) despite the fluid cost is extremely higher

Our current practices in drilling fluids engineering

than conventional fluid but it can reduce the workover

and services show that we have focused on the drilling

operation Cost (Figure 2).
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Environmental liability costs for oil companies

any drilling and completion fluids cost.
In conclusion, oil companies and operators are required
to consider the importance of drilling and completion
fluids practices in order to reduce any future well
integrity risk and production sustainability. This
would require an integrated approach to drilling fluids
engineering and services in drilling operations from
exploration to development phase.

Workover operation which requires to be

Figure -2Workover Cost Benchmarking Vs Drilling Fluids Systems
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Private Sector’s Challenges to
Optimize the Production Quality of
Drilling Fluids Additives

decreased, they still have acceptable capacities to meet

field. Low productivity in this area has added to the

future needs, even when the development of oil and gas

problem and has raised the final price. On the other

industry is considered. However, there are challenges,

hand, government and governmental companies rather

the most important of which are the following:

than providing solutions in order to strengthen SMEs,

- Presence of people without scientific and economic

in practice, have made the possibility of manufacturing

competencies in the mining sector and disregard for

companies’ presence more and more limited by

scientific methods in the extraction of minerals and

changing their policies in the purchase process,

therefore non-technical exploitation of mineral deposits

and have forced them to sell their products to large

in recent years and lack of systematic monitoring

companies with intermediary role. Enterprises with

activities on a wide range of exploiters, which has

high financial strength, whose practice leads to the

been the result of the body of experts of monitoring

strength of SMEs in the context of the economy have

institutions, has led to a decrease in standard mineral

not been established.

reserves. As a result, mineral processing to produce

In addition, the one-sided and biased rules imposed by

products in accordance with existing standards has

the end-users upon large contractors and through them

become a necessity in the modern period of mine

on small and medium-sized producers, has aggravated

exploitation.

the situation leading to the increasingly weakening of

- The use of equipment and technology of mineral

these units. Because of these reasons, many of these

processing provides conditions for the production

companies have been shut down of their manufacturing

Naser Baktash

of standard products with low purity of the raw

capacities have decreased, which has compounded the

Darin Kashan Co.

material. Many mineral units lack proper equipment for

problem of final prices.

Revision of Governmental Enterprises’ Performance;
a Prerequisite for Optimizing Additives’ Production

processing materials; therefore, one of the problems
that the drilling industry is facing is the quality of
Strategic policies and slogans declared from the

The present article seeks to present a realistic picture of

mineral products and their non-compliance with

beginning of the Islamic Revolution have tried to lessen

conditions of producing these materials in the country,

the accepted standards. Review and reconsidering

the country’s economic dependence on oil. However,

their problems, and obstacles to its development.

qualitative features done by drilling fluid additive users

for various reasons, oil and gas industry, as the primary

and accepting lower qualities than the global standards

First and foremost is the revision of the attitude
and performance of governmental companies
dependent on the oil and gas industry. By revising
this approach, the suppliers and producers’
conditions are transformed and the current
concerns are resolved.

driver of Iran’s economy, has maintained its position and

There are no specific criteria such as technical and

are a result of this issue.

economic conditions in different sectors are significantly

organizational competencies and administrative

- Reduced mineral reserves caused by the extraction and

Although the factors above have affected the changes

influenced by the oil and gas industry of the country.

records for the selection of suppliers and the only

removal of these materials in previous years on the one

in supply and demand market, mineral potential and

According to this process, in some periods of time,

factor in the selection of the winning supplier is

hand and changing economic conditions on the other

capacities in the field of drilling fluid are still significant.

when oil prices were favorable and the demand for the

his bid in the tender.

hand, have risen the price of mineral raw materials.

In case of adopting proper logical policies, the capability

development of oil and gas was increasing, production

Furthermore, equipping mines with mineral processing

of growth, development and upgrading exists and one

units were established in many parts of the country

Raw Materials, Production Equipment, and Technology

technology has increased production costs. All these

can trust the ability of this sector in supplying all the

to meet their needs in this field. Since development

Supplying source of mineral raw material of drilling

mean a higher need of manufacturing companies for

needs of the oil and gas industry. The performance of

of oil field and exploitation of oil and gas reserves are

fluid additives are mainly the mines in the country. Iran

more liquidity, while this problem has been intensified

this sector in recent years indicates the capabilities

among economic priorities and their realization is

is relatively rich in terms of reserves of minerals used in

with the budget constraints of governmental companies

of existing manufacturing units, including mines and

closely dependent on the production of minerals used

this area. During all these years since the formation of

engaged in oil and gas drilling.

factories.

for drilling fluids, oil industry executives are concerned

the country’s oil and gas industry, needs of the minerals

- Small investments are the main factor for the

about the production of these materials in the country

within the country are approximately met and domestic

restriction of research and development process in

Contracts and financing

in terms of quantity and quality. Therefore, they have

mines and subsidiary industries have managed to meet

the field of minerals, examined in this article. That is

One of the most important challenges in the field of

expressed their concern on various occasions.

the needs of the market. Although these reserves have

why we are witnessing the lowest innovations in this

production and supplying drilling fluid additives is the
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governmental clients’ approach in regulating contracts

losses imposed on suppliers in previous contracts

- Financial resources to implement projects that must

most important of which are supplying the necessary

and financing the project. The important consequences

have led to shutting down, weakening, and reducing

be provided by the client and through down payment

workforce at various levels, equipping quality control

of this approach are as follows:

manufacturing capacities of some of them, while none

are not provided for the supplier in spite of the requests

laboratories to ensure the quality of additives, and

- The size and dimensions of the tender are selected

of client’s financial obligations are met on time. They

of prepayment guarantee. According to the one-sided

upgrading technology to produce standard quality

in a way that a big part of the producers are not able

are carried out with long delays; however, the client has

text of the contract, the supplier is forced to finance

products from raw materials with low purity and

to participate in them. That is why intermediary

no responsibility in this regard, and the losses from that

the project through the banking system. This leads to

optimal exploitation of mineral reserves. Other factors

companies win the majority of tenders and producers

are totally imposed upon the supplier and the producers

higher prices of finished projects, while this increase is

include management of transferring materials and

are forced to sell their products to them. Intermediary

related to them.

not predicted in the contract and the supplier is obliged

products to areas desired by the client and oil fields,

companies impose the entire financial burden stemmed

- Although the preliminary estimates of the projects are

to absorb it. Interestingly, the prepayment stated in the

which are within the responsibilities of suppliers and

from the implementation of the contract on producers.

far from economic realities, these estimates are of little

contract does not fit its overall volume, but the same

paying attention to them can reduce the final price and

The economic situation of the country leaves producers

interest in tenders. Economic conditions that have had

amount is not paid to the supplier.

increase the value added to the projects.

no other choice but to accede to conditions specified

a negative impact on many suppliers and in particular

Although the interval between delivery of goods to the

In conclusion, it should be mentioned that if we consider

by these companies. In most tenders, the interval

manufacturers are not considered. The result is that

client and the permission to issue the statement and

improvement of supplying conditions of drilling fluid

between participants’ offer and announcing the winner

the whole range of relevant units, involved in a project,

the related administrative course until the financial

additives and ensuring timely provision in accordance

or the winners, making the contract, and the start of

has faced high debt and the inability to determine their

administrative system is ready is too long for paying

with standards qualities of items required for the oil

the executive operations is very long. This interval

payback time.

the statements, waiting for funding is sometimes longer

and gas drilling operation in oil fields, first and foremost

would impose unnecessary costs to the suppliers and

- There are no specific criteria such as technical and

than the bureaucracy to approve the bills.

is the revision of the attitude and performance of

increases the final cost of the project considerably,

organizational

administrative

Modification of this process can improve the flow of

governmental companies dependent on the oil and gas

while these costs are not paid by the client.

records for the selection of suppliers and the only

drilling fluid supply plugins by suppliers, but apparently,

industry. By revising this approach, the suppliers and

- The text of contracts regulated by the client is

factor in the selection of the winning supplier is his bid

the government’s economic problems do not provide

producers’ conditions are transformed and the current

completely one-sided and biased. According to the

in the tender. This has led some intermediary firms to

such conditions.

concerns are resolved.

contract, the supplier is responsible for all the crimes

win the tenders with unrealistic prices and impose new

There are other factors effective to change conditions,

and the client has no obligation to the supplier. Huge

conditions on producers.

improve production process and supply drilling the
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Waste Management Challenges in
Iran Drilling Industry

of drilling operations to identify and classify the
wastes has aggravated the problem. At the moment,
task description of all tenders and waste management
contracts are codified in the same way regardless
of true requirements of different operational areas;
while the first step to design a waste management
system is having a task description in accordance with
the specifications of each project and environmental
standards. Unfortunately, it is impossible for clients
and drilling operations executives to conduct needs
analysis and prepare task description due to lack of
standards approved by the environmental organization.

Pooria Bahri

Therefore, first, the Department of Environment must

MI Services

step in as a monitoring organization to take measures
in order to develop national and regional standards

It was assumed that we would witness maturity and
improvement of waste management in terms of content
and system after the implementation of the first drilling
project with waste management system more than

lakes, the influx of particles, low level of underground

years that this attitude has been modified in developed

for their drilling operations in collaboration with the

waters, a sharp rise in the rate of soil erosion,

countries and waste management is considered as an

Ministry of Petroleum as the trustee of oil exploration

uncontrollable desertification and climate change are

investment for future generations in order to conserve

and extraction in the country. Consequently, in the light

among these environmental crises. Obviously, the oil

natural

development.

of more awareness about the road map and the use of

Therefore, a merely cost-oriented attitude toward this

modern technology together with various and flexible

issue and a tendency toward the least expenses without

engineering designs, project executives will do their

considering the outcome and system output has

best to meet the needs considering the limitations and

changed, as far as waste management is among the first

practical criteria.

fourteen years ago. However, with the passage of time

With passage of time and running numerous

and running numerous projects across the country,

projects across the country we not only have not

we not only have not made any improvements, but

made any improvement, but unfortunately, we

unfortunately, we have faced a significant decline and

have faced a significant decline and deterioration

deterioration of corporate performance in this field. It

of corporate performance in this field.

resources

and

sustainable

panels created in defining upstream projects. It is also

has been in a way that even procedures initially defined

involved in all steps of operation design and sometimes,

• No proper identification of waste management

by its founders as the monitoring indicators to reduce

industry, in particular its upstream sector, as one of the

it changes the general course of project based on

principles

environmental damages were not observed and in

main veins of the country’s economy must in turn play

environmental concerns and requirements. Therefore,

practice, we are faced with the deterioration of drilling

a highlighted role in the management of adverse effects

changing this viewpoint and paying more attention to

It includes the removal of contaminants and pollution

caused by its activities and introduce itself as a role

the value, content, and efficiency of waste management

prevention, reduction of pollution resources, recycling,

model for other sectors of the industry.

system with reasonable costs is among the first steps to

reusing, and waste disposal in the environment

irreparable losses on land and water resources of the

The roots of poor performance and failure to achieve

modify the current situation.

responsibly. Unfortunately, insufficient understanding

country in addition to the loss of financial resources.

the objectives of waste management in the upstream

waste management systems for collecting drilling waste.
The result of the current situation would be imposing

of the philosophy and objectives of waste management
• Lack of task description in accordance with the

by the executives of waste management projects has

northern hemisphere desert zone and two thirds of our

specifications of each project and environmental

led to no progress in primary operational processes.

country is comprised of arid areas with limited arable

• Cost-oriented management and attitude toward

standards

Furthermore, mere equipment duplication along

land and water resources, protecting and conserving

waste

Considering the fact that our country is located in the

section can be found among the following items:

with lack of employing expert workforce and modern

management

soil and water resources is a crucial duty for all. On

One of the main problems of achieving waste

knowledge in design and implementation has resulted

the other hand, the environmental crises the country

Instead of value-based management approach, cost-

management objectives is the lack of task description

in decline and failure of waste management systems in

oriented management and attitude toward waste

in accordance with the specifications of each project

realizing their implementation objectives.

addition to natural factors such as drought, a trace of

management is one of the main reasons for current

and environmental standards. Furthermore, lack of

human factors is clearly evident. Drying wetlands and

systems’ inefficiency. Meanwhile, it has been many

comprehensive evaluation of environmental impacts

has encountered in more than the previous decade, in
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That is why today we witness a considerable growth in
the number of companies providing integrated drilling

Technical

Nowadays, with the increasing importance of waste

fluid services.

management in order to prevent loss of biological
resources, having an integrated vision to drilling fluid

•

to maximize the reduction of environmental impact is

In recent years, economic problems and constraints

inevitable. Drilling fluid is regarded as the main source

governing the oil industry have spread into waste

of contamination in drilling projects and requires

management like other drilling service sectors and

engineering and management with a preventive point

its detrimental impact on service quality is tangible.

of view.

Decadence and obsolesce of fluid purification equipment

Economic issues

Current Drilling Waste Management
Practices require to be revised for
Saving Environment and Costs

along with weakness in repair and maintenance reduces
One of the main problems of achieving

solids control and lack of realization of the most

waste management objectives is the lack

important waste management principle, that is the

of task description in accordance with

reduction of pollutant resources, recycling and reuse

the specifications of each project and

of drilling fluid. Furthermore, budget shortage and drop

environmental

in the oil price lead to clients’ natural tendency toward

standards.

reducing prices and therefore receiving cheaper

Koorosh Tahmasbi, Mojtaba Kalhor
Pars Drilling Fluids Co.

Integrated engineering of drilling fluids includes

services, which along with monitoring tools and proper

fluid design chain with minimum amount of pollutant

supervision in order to do qualitative monitoring has

elements, use of proper raw materials, maximizing

practically led to deterioration of waste management to

More than 200 wells are drilled in Iran for exploration

Monitoring drilling wastes discharge shows that

the output of solids control equipment in order for

waste collection.

and development operations every year. These drilling

four main streams including Drilled cuttings, Mud on

maximum purification and recycling of fluids and

The improvement of current situation requires a

operations would annually generate millions of barrels

Cuttings (MOC), Discharged/Disposed Mud and Waste

finally, separation and selection of amendatory

change in attitude and decision-making at the macro

of wastes which are the main problem for the major

Water are the main generated wastes at the drilling

methods and dispose of waste in compliance with

level. Fortunately, the authorities have such attitude

operators and their future liabilities. In addition, the

sites.

environmental standards. Therefore, today, in major

and it is hoped that with the collaboration of relevant

total well construction cost increases by increasing

Three measurements have been compared based on

international projects, usually an integrated service

institutions we will achieve the main objectives of waste

environmental restrictions every year. Moreover

the field data and the best practices. For all the above

company is responsible and in charge of drilling fluids

management in the near future.

traditional disposal options are used at site without any

mentioned streams, there is an incremental trend

treatments or practices before discharge of the wastes.

between the well plan and actual discharge at rig site

engineering services, supply of chemicals, solids control
and waste management. In addition, clients require

and the estimated best practice discharge volume is

integrated service provider fluid companies to design

between the plan and actual scenarios except the mud

the required fluid for the well drilling operations with

discharge which is very low.

the least contamination regarding the classification

The difference between actual and plan in Mud on

of contamination elements or the final waste volume.

cuttings discharge shows a poor quality of solids control

Subsequently, solids control and waste management

and recovery plan at rig site which should be considered

systems are also designed in accordance with the fluid.

as one of the important KPI in evaluation.

Moreover, clients consider incentives to reduce the

The waste water discharge volume is another

volume of products’ waste in addition to requiring the

considerable issue which is double comparing the plan

client to design with having the least contamination in

and that of the best practice. This is a real challenge in

mind. Certainly, reducing the volume of products’ waste

our current drilling waste management services and it

requires the participation of drilling service companies
and mainly the drilling rig suppliers and drilling staff.
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Figure -1 - Footprint of waste pit after finishing drilling operation

should be considered for modification of the process
and equipment.
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Technical
•

Waste

treatment

Engineering

process

consideration
•

Waste Water Recovery and Reuse. More than

Technical

90% recovery and reuse of waste water should be the
target!
•

Treated waste water analysis by well-known

practices

and

procedures

the process of Cementing operations
& cementing check list

Figure 2 - Drilling Wastes Discharge Comparison
(Plan, Best Practices & Actual)

Amir Mirzaei
Sarvak Kish Co.

Figure -3 Different Drilling Wastes Discharge

Based on the above analysis, it is very important to
consider the Total Fluids Management from the initial
stage of developing plan (MDP) and well planning in
order to find the optimum and cost effective solution

Cementing process includes:

to manage drilling wastes and the liability raised by

1- Sampling Cement and Additives before purchasing.

government and environmental organization.

2- Supply minimum reserve of Cement and Additives

In addition, managerial and engineering approaches

3- Hold a meeting 45 days before the operation starts.

are the main two key elements in the current practices

Participating parties in the meeting are all departments

despite the availability of equipment.

involved in operation as well as the client’s rep.

In conclusion, it is very important to have the following

4- Transfer the Cement and Additives to well site for

considerations for any future plan and decision;

Operation

•

5- Sampling while the Client representative is present

Designing an environmentally friendly and

recoverable
•

drilling

Improving

and transferring the samples to the laboratory for final

fluids.

Solids

Control

Efficiency

&

test.

Monitoring

6- Departure crew and transfer cementing equipment

•

to Rig when required

Mud Discharge Management in each section

and the hole

7- Execute Cementing Operation

•

To Manage the extra mud instead of disposing

8- Evaluate Cementing Operation

•

Drilling

9- Deliver Post Job Report to Client for their approval.

international
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according

to

practices
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4- Transfer the Cement and Additives to well site for

Main objective:

Operation

• Ranking of operating personnel

The main objective of the Cementing process and

Materials are divided into two parts:

cementing check list is minimizing problems of

A. For QC

cementing

B. Materials are kept until the end of Purchase and

• If the Design is approved by client, transfer Cement

• The layout of facilities under the supervision of Client

evaluation.

and additives to Rig

Rep.

• Transferring Cementing Equipment( Silo, Compressor,

• Checking all equipment

Technical

Operation

2- Supply minimum reserve of Cement and Additives

• Transferring Cementing Equipment to Rig

etc) to Rig

•Providing Additives and transferring them to Yard
•Sampling for QC
•After QC approval, supplier’s invoices are approved
for payment

5- Sampling while the Client representative is present

7- Execute Cementing Operation

and transferring the samples to the laboratory for final
test.

• Calculate well volume, Yield, Mix Water, Mix Fluid

3- Hold a meeting 45 days before the operation starts.

•

Participating parties in the meeting are all departments

• Sampling from Cement and additives on Rig (Seal

,Materials Requirement, Displacement and etc

involved in operation as well as the client’s rep.

them) and transfer to Laboratory For Re-Test

• Organizing Safety Meeting

• Re-testing program in the presence of the Client and

• Rig Up equipment and running Pilot Test.

if necessary, applying some Changes in the program.

• Washing solution tank or mud pit for Making Solution

Cementing process
• Complete Well bore & Casing Information Form and

1-Sampling Cement and Additives before purchasing

• Calculate Cement and Materials for Pilot Test

• Coordination with the Client Rep. while Making

holing the meeting with client

Solution, Spacer and Chemical Wash
• Sampling cement and additives from Approved

• Start designing and sending Recipe to client maximum

• Pressure Test

Companies.

7 days after meeting

• Pumping Chemical wash and then Spacer

• Running QC procedures on taken samples in

• Release Bottom Plug

accordance

• Start to mix Lead slurry and then Tail Slurry

with

• Release Top Plug and the start to Displacement

QC criteria.

• Observe Bumping ) in Liner Bumping & Shearing(
• After observe Bumping ,Release Pressure and check
Returning Line
• Record all Data
6- Departure Crew and transfer Cementing equipment
to Rig when required

116
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Cementing Check List includes:
1- Receiving and analysis of drilling program specially

Technical

Cement program
2- Complete “Well bore & Casing Information for
Cementing Design” Form by client to Design Cementing
program
3- Start designing cement in laboratory and send results
to Client in “Cementing Lab result” Form
48- Evaluating Cementing Operation

Checking

transferring

all
to

Cementing

equipment

before

Integrated Automation Operating
Management System in Drilling
Industry

Rig

5- Checking all Cementing equipment before Cementing
• CBL/VDL/ Ultra Sonic Imager Tool(USIT)

Operation at location

• Bumping & Shearing
• leak of test
• Checking the quality of the cement in Shoe track or
Liner Lap

Mehdi Babaie Rostami

• Top Job

Well Services of Iran

9- Present Post Job Report to Client for their approval.
• Complete Job Summary, Job Log, Cementing Job

In order to better implement technical safety and

traced or retrieved.

Report and Post Job Report

quality characteristics in this industry, a comprehensive

Traditional or insular methods lead to waste of time

• Necessary information:

automation system is needed to be applied for the

and money and considerable increase in unnecessary

Field, Rig, Well Number, Type and Size of Casing,

integrated management of all operations in upstream

bureaucracy.

Formation

industry. A comprehensive support system that is not

These methods result in disproportionate expanding

Weight and type of Mud, Loss or Gain, Stuck, Slurry

only limited to HSEQ, but also includes other technical,

of different aspects of the organization and the

Weight,

operational, financial and project management sections,

organization will not be able to show necessary agility

Last Casing Shoe, Deviation of Well, Volume (Calculated

too.

in face of changes and emergency conditions.

and Executed),

At the present, due to lack of this automated system,

Moreover, each section acts insularly in these

Slurry Volume (Calculated and Execute), volume of loss,

there is not any databases for collecting data pertaining

organizations; due to the weakness in long-term

Circulation pressure

to the industry. Organizations record their data

storage and analysis of organizational knowledge, the

Of mud before cementing and etc

individually and mainly by traditional paper-pencil

final outcome will not be favorable.

methods, which cannot be thoroughly analyzed by

In these old methods, previous data cannot actually

experts. In addition, many of these organizations are

be analyzed and experiences recorded in past projects

reluctant to disclose information on their work, HSE

cannot be utilized optimally. The high rate of similar

incidents, or events leading to poor quality of services.

incidents in oil and gas upstream industry is suggestive

Consequently, these inadequate and sometimes wrong

of this fact.

data are then provided for the client or legal centers

As mentioned before, in a traditional disintegrated

and may be the basis for decision-makers.

system, decision makers are not provided with

On the other hand, due to using traditional paper-

necessary data for major policies; therefore, all

pencil method, or separate digital recording of data by

elements of industrial management system suffer from

companies, data are lost in the long term and cannot be

inefficiencies.
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Today, in order for an efficient and agile management

the reliability of data and decision making; and finally,

previous actions, educational materials and executive

the guidelines of the “integrated documents”.

of an organization, after defining the management

contributes to the primary industry of the country in

procedures are developed and the process training

Many domestic companies have failed because of

systems in accordance with the structure of an industry

data management and flexibility at the time of crises.

managers and employees is performed.

the rush to deploy the software without properly

or organization, modern tools for their implementation

In the meantime, cultural and educational issues related

performing the two steps mentioned previously.

and storage are utilized. Therefore, a large number

to the panel members as well as senior and middle

Therefore, it is primarily necessary to introduce an

of organizations and industries seek approaches to

managers of the ministry and its subsidiary companies

integrated management system like OMS. Then, it

implement automation system in order for an integrated

are of utmost importance.

should be implemented by IOGP in industry and its

management of all their subsidiaries.

The reason for this is the need to create a new culture

documentation should be prepared and then using

In Iran, management is generally task-oriented due to

and abandon the culture of traditional task-oriented

tools such as automation systems should be sought.

the traditional structure of many organizations, while

approaches and paying attention to process-oriented

Although the pre-made software has customizable

the world’s most successful automation systems are

approaches. On the other hand, without the practical

modules, tailored to the industry, its structure has little

based on processes. Any change from task-oriented

commitment of senior management, the success of this

systems to process-oriented systems must be planned,

project would be impossible.

executed, and guided properly so that the plan would

To implement and maintain an integrated management

succeed.

system, special software is required. Some of these

Creating or revising organizational structures, proper

applications are available on the market, but for this

documentation of acceptance and integration patterns,

industry, it might be better that the localized software

as well as continuous training of senior and middle

is prepared by a team of programming experts with the

level managers and end users of these systems are the

collaboration of the mentioned panels.

requirements of a successful plan.

Requirements and obligations

On any case, following the project management

It should be mentioned that the application of

Requirements related to the establishment of an

standards for the design, definition of the scope,

integrated automation systems and products of well-

integrated management system should be developed in

financial,

known companies such as SAP, IFS, Microsoft, and

upstream operations and after creating the hardware

assessment,

Oracle has been initiated in our country. Even this

and software infrastructure, all the subsidiaries of oil

resources, localization, and monitoring of the project

procedure has made great contribution to the speed

industry and even the contractors are also connected to

implementation are other important steps of these

and integration of organizations such as Social Security

it at the national level so that knowledge management

projects. Therefore, it should be noted that although

Organization, Real Estate Registration Organization

of oil and gas is conducted in an integrated way.

the implementation of the automation system has very

of Iran, mobile communications, police and security

The planning expert panel, including the project

positive effects, but its success depends on overcoming

flexibility to address the needs every company.

systems, banking, etc. In oil industry, only a handful of

management experts, HSEQ, as well as technical and

some specific limitations which can bring the whole

Meanwhile, the companies, owning these software

companies have attempted to implement automation

administrative teams has to define the project, its scope,

project into failure.

consider restrictions on providing accounts for users

software internally, but these efforts are not integrated

time and personnel and financial requirements. It also

It should also be noted that the shift from task-oriented

and based on the amount paid, only a few have user

in the entire industry and are not effective at the

has to run an integrated management system based on

to process-oriented organizations may face resistance

accounts. This is while all oil and gas personnel should

country macro level.

IOGP-OMS pattern that has a comprehensive point of

from some managers and employees. Therefore, there is

be involved in these systems according to their job and

According to the upstream objectives to downsize

view toward all the structures of upstream industry;

an urgent need to plan for training and creating culture

status in organization and record information or make

governmental organizations, the implementation of

and provide the integrated documentations related to

at work before the implementation of the project.

reports.

automation system helps this trend, because it creates

their work, mentioned in the section “Comprehensive

It is necessary to have a comprehensive approach to

What is more important is that by buying the software

the necessary infrastructure for the subsidiaries

Integrated documentations of HSE upstream industry”.

process all operations (including technical, financial,

a large database of all information regarding the

and the contractors, increases the ability to control

Then, they try to benchmark successful examples of

human resources, HSEQ, logistics, operations, and

oil and gas of the country is provided. Given that

performance indicators, enhances the participation

automation systems and localization of their modules

management) in order to establish interaction and

these softwares are foreign, necessary security

of contractors and operators in entering accurate

for their oil and gas industry with the help of expert

relationship among them, and create common lexicon

considerations should be taken to prevent abuse of this

information for macro level decision making, increases

programmers and software developers. Parallel to

and a standard management system in accordance with

database. Furthermore, the possibility of being cut off
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management can be applied from the highest levels to

of the management system can be well implemented

the lowest level of contractors.

and controlled.

This is possible by defining an integrated management

Anyway,

system at the macro level. The operational, support,

processes, individuals, and technology has always

strategic core decision making, control, engineering,

been associated with difficulties and risks. Automation

and technical departments should be defined in relation

system implementation also entails risks, which are

to one another and create an extensive database to

mostly related to cultural problems, possible resistance

provide decision makers, who evaluate the industry

of traditional systems to change, lack of technical

situation, with appropriate information and help them

knowledge and hardware infrastructure, which are all

make the best decision.

manageable with proper planning.

The international association of oil and gas producers

To reduce other technical, security, maintenance and

(IOGP) attempted to introduce a strong model called

support risks, it is advised that this automation software

operational management system in 2014, which is

is localized by a panel of experts in a totally specialized

recommended for managing the whole system. In this

way, and a permanent programming and support team

scientific

interaction

between

business

model, sectors such as project management, HSEQ

is considered in the upstream for the project. In case of

support and after-sales services of the software due to

explain about these applications:

management, technical and administrative management,

successful implementation of the project, some of the

political reasons needs to be considered. All these issues

Organizations that wish to expand and institutionalize

resource management, property and equipment, work

most important advantages of using the automation

put buying the software among high-risk decisions.

process-orientation, generally seek software called

force are all covered in a comprehensive management

system would be:

Therefore, it is recommended that instead of buying

BPMS . This software can reduce human error in

system

organizational

Enhancing the transparency of requirements and

the software, a permanent panel with the presence

transferring

the

management system. Thus, HSEQ principles are

responsibilities, developing the educational system and

of network experts, experienced programmers, and

efficiency of working processes. In short, this software

inherent in the context of managing the entire operation

national integrated inspection system, the definition

experts from all operational and support fields be

is used to enhance organizational maturity and reaching

and will be seen more seriously in working fields.

of performance indicators and more appropriate

formed and the fully localized automation software is

a position in which software of ERP can be established.

In fact, by defining a comprehensive and integrated

management

updated based on the needs of oil industry.

ERP is a standard and customizable software package

system, senior management does not need to apply

management of contractors and suppliers, as well as the

that aims to integrate information and manage the flow

different models of management in the organization. It

optimal use of online reporting and reporting systems

Mechanism for the establishment, implementation,

of information between all parts of the organization

obtains all necessary information from a comprehensive

and troubleshooting processes.

and institutionalization

or industry. The financial and accounting, HR, HSEQ,

system and manages the whole oil industry more

This will lead to institutionalization of systemic and

Automation projects are among the strategic plans

engineering, support, administration and management

efficiently and effectively. This model is utilized by many

systematic vision in the industrial specialization and

for organizational development based on information

units are all covered in an integrated way by this

multinational companies and it can be the basis for role

management body. Creating an extensive database

technology, and before their implementation, necessary

software. It should be noted that the ERP structure

modeling by new management of oil and gas industry in

of all the sections will result in efficient knowledge

preparedness for their acceptance should be obtained

has BPMS structure inside. This is what the developed

Iran. Thus, the senior does not need to apply different

management, allocation of resources based on true

in the organization or the industry. As explained earlier,

western countries as well as Persian Gulf countries and

models of management in the organization. It obtains

needs, development of work force of oil industry,

the cultural context for the project should be created

Southeast Asian countries have experienced before and

all necessary information from a comprehensive system

better training, more specialized affairs, effective

and the process-oriented structure should be defined

have adapted their organizational structure based on

and manages the whole oil industry more efficiently and

crisis management programs and macro level policies

in the oil and gas industry. This can be accomplished by

the needs and their macro level strategies.

effectively.

with high efficiency. Therefore, we will witness a

information

and

contribute

to

the help of experienced domestic and even international

called

the

comprehensive

based

on

performance;

efficient

Having defined the integrated system, it is time to use of

more appropriate level of implementation of up-to-

consultants.

Conclusion and summary

a powerful tool that can connect all parts of the system

date standards in Iran, which will certainly lead to an

In the next step, the integrated documentation for

Knowledge management is based on proper circulation

and manage the system. Today, leading countries and

increase in the comprehensive quality in all sections

the whole upstream oil industry operations need to

of information. All sections of oil industry need to

companies make use of automation softwares such as

and enhancement of HSE level in this industry.

be defined and used in the processes. Then, it is the

have full interaction and all their tasks including tasks

Enterprise Resource Planning for this purpose; a highly

time for selection of the software or programming to

related to HSEQ requirements should be clarified. The

effective and efficient tool, using which all the elements

provide domestic software. Here, it is necessary to

organizational structure should be in a way that a single
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Other thinkers have introduced other methods in

360 degree Performance Appraisal

What Is the Appraisal and Performance Appraisal?

addition to these methods. One of these methods is
360-degree feedback, which according to Michael

• The developed concept and definition (Ralph Tyler)

Armstrong is a relatively new performance approach.

of appraisal: “It is a process in which by development of
indicators, achievement of the expected outputs of the

Farzaneh Naderpour

Farshad Mahmoodi

Sarvak Azar Kish Co.

PEDEC

system is measured and the decision-making process is

360-Degree Feedback

supported.”

• Based on definition (ward, 1977), 360-degree

• Based on Engleman and Rezok (2000), performance

feedback is “a proper method in the area of developing

appraisal is a process that deals with “evaluation,

leadership quality and development management. This

measurement, valuation, and judgment about the

process is a complete cycle that presents a thorough

employee’s performance during a specific period of

feedback of all people (supervisors, subordinates, and

Introduction

staff is one of the most important requirements for any

time”.

colleagues) about different aspects of leadership and

Performance appraisal is a process by which employees

organization.

• In other words, performance appraisal is the

management style and performance.

are officially evaluated at regular intervals. This process

This study has tried to examine and analyze the

measurement of performance by comparing the current

• Lepsinger and Lucia (1997) state that 360-degree

is used to achieve different goals. Knowing employees

method of staff performance evaluating based on

situation with the desired or ideal situation based on

feedback process is the combination of perceptions

and granting rewards to them and thereby creating

the competency model of one of the civil engineering

predetermined indicators, which have specific features

related to an individual’s behavior. Thus, 360-degree

incentives to improve their performance are among the

companies.

• Based on Engleman and Rezok (2000), performance appraisal is a process
themselves.
that deals with “evaluation, measurement, valuation, and judgment about
the employee’s performance during a specific period of time”.
• In other words, performance appraisal is the measurement of performance
Performance
General
by comparingAppraisal
the current situation
with theCycle:
desired or ideal situation based
on
predetermined
indicators,
which
have
specific
A four-stage cycle underpins the features
entirethemselves.
process of

feedback program seeks to draw people’s attention to

main reasons for performance appraisal. Performance
appraisal to facilitate organizational effectiveness
is considered an important duty in human resource
management. All staff is entitled to be aware of the

A four-stage cycle underpins the entire process of evaluating employees:
1. Beginning of the course

them. There is another aspect in case of staff, which

Planning and task allocation

is their interest to be aware of the organization’s

whom they work) effect.
Why 360-Degree Feedback?
The study of Department of Management Studies
(Hindi et al., 1996) showed that 360-degree feedback

2. Evaluation during the course
Constant examination of task done by
the staff, realization and remembering
the strengths, and weaknesses to modify
and improve his performance

attitude towards themselves. On the other hand, the
organization is also entitled to express its opinions
about the organization’s human resources, which

4. Informing the staff about the result of
appraisal
Guidance to improve occupational
performance in the next course

3. Performance appraisal
Based on performance appraisal
forms at the end of the course

are considered as major capital. In an organization,

What Is Performance?

employees need to be aware of their situation in order

Buttz and Hulten (1995) argue, “Performance is

to make progress and achieve determined career goals.

a multi-dimensional concept, whose measuring is

This knowledge makes them aware of the strengths

variable due to several factors”. Brambrakh presented

and weaknesses of their performance and behavior and

a more comprehensive view of performance in 1988,

they can take necessary measures for the effectiveness

“Performance means both behavior and results.”

of their efforts based on the feedback provided (written

This definition of performance led to the conclusion that

and oral).

when managing teams and individuals’ performance,

Organizations also need to understand the effectiveness

both data (behavior) and the outputs (results) should

introduced regarding performance appraisal (Nou et

of their employees so that they can improve the

be examined. This is the combinational model of

al., 2008, p 355; Snell & Bolender, 2007, p 348). These

situation of their work force and thus, enhance the

performance management, which includes competency

approaches include (1) comparative approach, (2)

quality of providing services. However, the formulation

levels, achievements, and also setting objectives and

characteristics approach, (3) behavioral approach, (4)

and implementation of performance appraisal plan of

their reviews.

result approach, and (5) quality approach.

D r i l l i n g / FEB 2017

an impact on other members of the organization (with

evaluating
Performanceemployees:
Appraisal General Cycle:

results of their performance and is also interested in

124

their behavior in the workplace and the way they have

could usually be a powerful organizational tool to
increase awareness of the importance of aligning the
behavior of the leader, business unit results, customer
expectations and increasing employee participation in
leadership development and effectiveness of working

Performance
Appraisal Methods
Performance Appraisal Methods

unit.

 For proper performance appraisal, performance appraisal approaches and
methods should be identified and their application should be determined for
• For
performance
appraisal,
performance
eachproper
specific situation.
Generally, five approaches
have been
introduced
regarding performance appraisal (Nou et al., 2008, p 355; Snell & Bolender,
appraisal
approaches and methods should be identified
2007, p 348). These approaches include (1) comparative approach, (2)
characteristics
approach, (3)should
behavioral be
approach,
(4) result approach,
and
and their application
determined
for each
(5) quality approach.

specific situation. Generally, five approaches have been
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The Strengths of the Implementation of 360-Degree

activities, in addition to the senior manager, they are

appraisal system has unique positive features that make

Assessment Method

also appraised by some colleagues who are customers

it very convenient and desirable for appraisal and is one

1. More focus on the customer and service quality

of their activities in the organization.

of the well-known approaches in the world.

2. Promotion of teamwork and team building

In 360-degree appraisal, each individual is appraised by

3. Creation of an atmosphere with high turnout

The competencies of each employee of the organization

different people he is interacting with. These evaluators

4. Determining the obstacles to success

based on organizational levels are listed in detail in the

include:

5. Assessment if development needs

following table

6. Identification of organization’s capabilities and hence
Criteria for Evaluation in Performance Appraisal

determining the organization’s values and rewards

Plan of the Organization’s Staff (Managers/ Experts/

Description of Performance Appraisal Method

3. Creation
an atmosphereofwith
high turnout
An Example
of the of
Implementation
360-Degree
Basic Competencies in the Organization
4.
Determining
the
obstacles
to
success
Appraisal in a Local Company
The company’s competency model is based on behavior,
5. Assessment if development needs

Employees):

companies surveyed was carried out in order to

Competencies are those acquired properties that are

6. Identification of organization’s capabilities
and henceanddetermining
the
knowledge,
skill competencies,
which is also
Given that performance appraisal approach in the
organization’s values and rewards
appropriate for senior management levels in addition to
basic levels of the organization and based on each level,

communicate
more withofhuman
resource excellence
An Example
the Implementation
of 360-Degree Appraisal in a Local
it has focused on the competencies of that group of
Company
approaches
based on the model of employees’
staff. Accordingly, in order to consider the competency
competencies and it is used in order to connect
of staff at different
levels,
Given that performance appraisal approach inneeds
the companies
surveyed
wasappraisal will also take
performance appraisal systems and competency model
carried out in order to communicate more with
human
excellence
place
on theresource
same basis.
In the examined company, the
in the following cycle:
approaches based on the model of employees’ staff
competencies
and
it
is
in
is divided into threeused
categories
to appraise their
Two points
are
of
significance:
order to connect performance appraisal systems and competency model in the
performance:
• All processes
following support
cycle: appraising the organizational
• The first level belongs to senior managers whose
Two points
are of significance:
performance,
long-term
goals and organizational
performance
appraisallong-term
will be conducted by the
Allare
processes
appraising
the organizational
performance,
strategies and
carriedsupport
out based
on them.
goals
and organizational
and are organization’s
carried out basedCEO.
on them.
The basis in the
performance
appraisal strategies
approach would
• The second level will be experts, who will be appraised
be general
in the organization.
The competencies
basis in the performance
appraisal approach would be general competencies
based on appraisal parameters by the organization

in the organization.

Behavior

managers,
Third quarter

Second quarter

Behavior
Skill

Skill

Knowledge
Knowledge
Behavior

Third quarter
Creating
Alignment

Second quarter
Building Bridges
Efficient
employee

Second quarter
Original Action

Knowledge

Knowledge

Skill

First quarter

Behavior
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Fourth quarter

on

the place where
they are based.
• The

third

level belongs to
employees, who
are

First quarter
Finding Focus

Skill

depending

appraised

through

their

behavior

and

performance
competency.
Office managers

Behavior

have been in this

Behavioral Competencies

visible and assessable. Therefore, the intuitive features
of these people’s behavior are not investigated in these
appraisals.

•

Evaluators of 360-Degree Appraisal
Superiors

These parameters in this company’s competency model

•

Evaluatee (self-evaluation)

lie in four categories of intellectual, attitudes, personal,

•

Subordinates

interpersonal and people management skills that

•

Customers

include a total of 19 indicators.

•

Colleagues

Performance Competencies

The Main Reasons for Performance Appraisal in the
Company

These are competencies demonstrating individuals’
skills in their occupational activities. They help

The main reasons for the company’s need for

individuals work optimally in their responsibilities. In

performance

appraisal

•Encouraging

employee’s

include:

the competency model of this company, 9 indicators
have been considered for performance competency.

discouraging
Performance Appraisal Tools

them

from

good
poor

practice

and

performance

• Responding to the employees’ need that “They have
the right to be aware of the opinions of those with

The tool for performance appraisal of personnel is

whom they interact.”

questionnaire and 360-degree approach is used.

• Identifying individuals with the ability of promotion

360-degree appraisal is an evaluative process, which is

or are entitled to increased wages and fringe benefits

carried out in a group and all people in the organization,

• Training needs assessment of employees who

which are related to the individual directly or indirectly,

need education for promotion or compensation of

including the manager, the subordinates, colleagues

shortcomings

and customers, participate in it to present a real

• Ability to review the jobs and positions

understanding of their job performance. 360-degree
D r i l l i n g / FEB 2017
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The executive stages of performance appraisal process

1. Providing the individual with appraisal feedback and

For the purposes of performance appraisal, first,

presenting strategies for self-development

the system changes, assessment content and IT

2. Providing feedback to the individual’s direct manager

infrastructure will be examined. Then to maintain the

and explaining strategies for coaching

confidentiality of views and information, appraisal

3. Using a needs assessment based on a 360-degree

forms will be placed on the company portal for a limited

appraisal and providing necessary training

Overview
Well Services of Iran (Schlumberger Methods) or known
as "WSl" has been providing a wide range of services in
the upstream oil and gas industry in Iran utilizing high
quality equipment and trained personnel for more than
39 years. WSI continuously delivered and performed
services even during the most difficult and challenging
times such as the Iran-Iraq war and the sanctions period
and managed to preserve its existence in Iran by
delivering top notch services.

time. After completing of the forms and receiving raw
data, it is time for individual and comprehensive analysis
and reporting. Initially, reports will be sent to staff and
managers for individual feedback. After a specific time
or after answering questions and possible objections, a
comprehensive report is prepared and provided for the
respected head of human resources and the CEO.

the upstream oil and gas industry in Iran utilizing high

One of the weaknesses in 360-degree performance
appraisal is the collusion of assessors with each
other and engaging comments with blurry errors. In
the examined company, by applying the method of
using coefficients defined below, it has been tried to
reduce the effect of collusion and common errors in
360-degree performance appraisal and maximize the
validity and reliability of the scores.
For example, the competency of systemic thinking in 3
levels includes the following factors:

the

direct

relationship between the evaluatee and evaluators
have been considered. For example, the direct manager
has 25%, the indirect manager 20% and the colleague
10% of the score.
Measures after 360-degree performance appraisal in
the company surveyed:
After 360-degree performance appraisal, three major
measures are carried out to empower and develop
individuals:
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services even during the most difficult and challenging
times such as the Iran-Iraq war and the sanctions
period and managed to preserve its existence in Iran by
delivering top notch services.

Services

Drilling and Measurement Se

WSI business lines are:

Trajectory control in Directiona
of deviating a wellbore along a
- located a given lateral distan
vertical. This includes drilling a
from a given TVD.
WSI offers expert direction
technologies to provide the tra
drill the well correctly, the hig
successfully run and cement
well placement to optimize p
recovery.
WSI LWD and MWD services
to enable time critical decision
extended-reach, horizontal,
directional wells and side track

WSI is well established for servicing both onshore and

Wireline Logging
Services

offshore operations. WSI‘s headquarters is in Tehran
with two main operating facilities providing a full range

Drilling and Measurement
Services

Cementing, Stimulation & Coiled
Tubing Services

Management. Our services, range from conventional

Systemic thinking -level of experts - 0
on

39 years. WSI continuously delivered and performed

Evaluation, Reservoir Development and Reservoir

Systemic thinking -level of supervisors – 7.0
based

quality equipment and trained personnel for more than

Wireline Logging Services

Our Wireline Logging services
WSI is well established for servicing both onshore and
offshore operations. WSI‘s headquarters is in Tehran
Open Hole Services:
C
with two main operating facilities providing a full range
 Density

of upstream oil and gas services in the field of Reservoir
 Neutron Porosity
Evaluation, Reservoir Development and Reservoir

 Resistivity
Management. Our services, range from conventional
data acquisition to advanced well engineering design,
 Formation Pressure & 
placement
construction.

the oil
and gasand
industry
in Iran.With
We track
valueproven
our peopleSampling
and
experiences and complete wide range of services from
 Images

exploration
through
production,
are proud and
to enhance
we are
dedicated
in every
waywe
to improve
 Sonic Porosity
announce our motto:

 Seismic
the quality of our services and the skills of our people
in Resonance
 Magnetic
"SOLUTIONS THAT EXCEED EXPECTATIONS"
Conveyance Methods
order to meet our clients’ satisfaction.
 Tough Logging
WSI has set goals and objectives that are both
Condition (TLC)
challenging and rewarding by maintaining its position as
 Logging While Fishing
the leading supplier of technology, integrated drilling
(LWF)
Services
services and information solutions to WSI’s clients in the
 Coiled Tubing E-Line
oil and gas industry in Iran. We value our people and we
(eCT)
WSI are
business
dedicatedlines
in everyare:
way to improve and enhance the
 Coil Tubing (CT)
quality of our services and the skills of our people in
order to meet our clients’ satisfaction.

of upstream oil and gas services in the field of Reservoir

Systemic thinking -level of managers - 1

coefficients

Well Services of Iran (Schlumberger Methods) or known
as “WSl” has been providing a wide range of services in

Using distribution coefficients:

Furthermore,

Overview

WSI is committed to deliver su
by fully trained field personne
Logging and perforating techn
We are experienced in working
environments; whether offshor
in Iran.

Well Completion and
Productivity Services

data acquisition to advanced well engineering design,
placement and construction. With track proven

Data & Consulting
Services

experiences and complete wide range of services
from exploration through production, we are proud to
announce our motto:
“SOLUTIONS THAT EXCEED EXPECTATIONS”

WSI is committed to deliver superior services provided
by fully trained field personnel employing high quality

WSI has set goals and objectives that are both

Logging and perforating technology.

challenging and rewarding by maintaining its position

We are experienced in working in the most challenging

as the leading supplier of technology, integrated drilling

environments; whether offshore and/or land operations

services and information solutions to WSI’s clients in

in Iran.
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Wireline Logging Services

recovery.

or complexity of the operation. The vessel has been

performance and improve field productivity.

Our Wireline Logging services consists of:

WSI LWD and MWD services deliver high quality data

performing Stimulation Operations in the Middle East

The culture we learned is to be highly attentive to our

to enable time critical decisions for accurate drilling

for more than 9 years now including in the offshore

clients’ needs and work with them as partners.

of extended-reach, horizontal, vertical, and complex

environments of Iran, Qatar, UAE and deep wells of

directional wells and side tracks.

India.

WCP consists of the following services:

Coiled Tubing

1- Testing

Open Hole Services:

Cementing, Stimulation and Coiled Tubing Services

• Density
• Neutron Porosity
• Resistivity

Cementing

• Formation Pressure & Sampling

Known for High Quality Engineering services:

• Surface Testing

• Images

Services that extend the life of producing wells by

• Drill Stem Testing

improving performance or providing access to stranded

• Perforation

or additional hydrocarbon reserves.

• Slickline Services

• Sonic Porosity

• CemCADE Engineering Software

• Seismic

- Mud removal

• Magnetic Resonance Conveyance Methods

- Fluid Design

• Matrix and fracture stimulation

• Tough Logging Condition (TLC)

- Placements

• Wellbore clean out

• Logging While Fishing (LWF)

• API/ISO Certified Cementing and Stimulation

• Logging

• Coiled Tubing E-Line (eCT)

L a b o ra t o r y

• Perforation

Data and Consulting Services

• Coil Tubing (CT)

• CPS 361Cementing units suitable for HTHP wells

• Nitrogen Kickoff

Geoscience and Petroleum Engineering (GPE)

• Engineering solutions for Gas or HTHP well

• Sand control

• Bulk plant in Neka and Kish

• Drilling

• Seismic Data Processing

• Cementing

• Seismic Interpretation

Cased Hole Services:

• Surface & Downhole Sampling
2- Artificial Lift & Completions Services

• Production Services Platform

Stimulation

• Well Circulation

• Seismic Reservoir Characterization

• Perforation

Known for Unique services:

• Mechanical isolation

• Geological Interpretation and Integration

• Our product portfolio includes all the tools and

• Geomechanical Study

• Plug Setting
• Pipe Recovery

• Stimulation vessel with

services you need for efficient and effective CT

• Petroleum System Modeling, Basin Analysis and

• Casing & Cement Evaluation

- 8,000 HHP/ 80 bpm

interventions

Geochemical Services

• Noise

- Capacity of 165,000 gal of Acid

• Dynamic Reservoir Modeling

- 15,000 gal LAS

Well Completion and Productivity Services (“WCP”)

• Services for Full Oil and Gas Field Studies

- Stimulation lab

WCP offers the broadest portfolio of testing,

• Production Engineering Studies

- 2x90 bbls blenders

completion and artificial lift technologies and services.

• Surface Facilities Engineering Analysis and Studies

Trajectory control in Directional Drilling is the science

• Engineering solutions for Matrix Acidizing and

From down hole to the surface, we get answers to

• Consultancy and On Site Support Services

of deviating a wellbore along a planned path to a target

Hydraulic

key questions about productivity, fluid properties,

•Data Services

- located a given lateral distance and direction from

• Long experience with stimulation of rig based

composition, pressure, and temperature. Throughout

vertical. This includes drilling as vertically as possible

appraisal

wells

exploration, appraisal, development, and production, it

from a given TVD.

• Hydraulic Fracturing Fleet:

is the answers that our experts deliver, enabling risks to

Drilling and Measurement Services

Fracturing

be quantified, options to be clarified, and actions to be

WSI offers expert directional drillers and proven
technologies to provide the trajectory control needed

Gulf Pearl Stimulation Vessel is the product of years of

to drill the well correctly, the high-quality hole required

WSI experiences in marine, mechanical, and electronic

to successfully run and cement casing, and the precise

engineering. The vessel has a proven record of

By providing a better basis for decisions, we help

well placement to optimize production and maximize

efficient treatment execution, regardless of the size

our clients prove reservoir potential, confirm well
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Solids Control Equipment and Environmental Waste

supervisors and logistics personnel. M-I Services has

Management services and managing these important

invested a significant amount to establish the inventory,

services as one package. This philosophy of Integrated

a warehouse and bulk plant on Kish which is situated

Fluids Engineering provides significant advantage and

within the port area.

will be cost savings to clients.

Ahwaz

M-I Services Ltd. (Kish)

With our highly experienced and educated personnel,

The logistics base in Ahwaz with 92000 m2 (8000 m2

the

international

open area/12000 m2 covered area) serve the very

knowledge and synergistic services of our team, we are

active surrounding area in the South of Iran. This facility

confident that M-I Services is able to provide optimum

is used as a major stock point for the products. The

services, technical and logistics support for all wells

Ahwaz warehouse is staffed by local and international

being drilled onshore and offshore in Iran.

personnel and with the Operations personnel resident

technical

expertise,

local

and

in Ahwaz, is able to provide support for other projects

M-I Services Ltd. (Kish)

Our Vision Statement

Personnel

both onshore and offshore. This facility is also capable

Having been established in IRAN since 2001, M-I

To exceed our customer’s expectations and to deliver

Before people start working for M-I Services, we

of providing maintenance and repair services for Solids

Services has over 16 years’ experience providing Drilling

professional integrated fluids engineering services with

screen them not only for current skills and experience,

Control and Drilling Waste Management equipment.

Fluids, Solids Control and Drilling Waste Management

quality products and highly trained personnel while

but also for their willingness to learn new things, solve

This facility is currently supporting over 20 rigs and

Services throughout the country to various clients

placing the highest priority on Health, Safety and the

problems and help others. Once they join M-I Services,

has the capability of providing services to additional

such as TOTAL , OMV, Agip Eni, Statoil, CNPC, NISOC,

Environment.

employees have the advantages of a global learning-

rigs. There is also a very sophisticated lab facility in

management system which provides worldwide access

AHW base which is managed by very experienced lab

NIDC, IOOC, POGC, KEPCO etc.…

Experience

to learning, in-house and custom e-learning solutions,

engineers who are responsible for all QA/QC design and

We continue to help operators across the country by

M-I Services management team is an expert in the Iran

talent and competency management, and performance

testing of fluids for onshore and offshore operations

developing cost effective technology and engineered

oilfield, but has also gained experience and training in

management.

throughout Iran mainland.

solutions to all their drilling, completion and drilling

many other parts of the world. These global experiences

waste management requirements. The results are

can be readily applied to the projects in Iran.

Facilities

M-I Services has a considerable database of both

Tehran

onshore and offshore information generated from wells

Office facilities provide state of art engineering, design

Just ask our customers. They’ll tell you that no fluids

drilled in Iran where services were provided by M-I

and formulation of drilling fluid systems. Adroit and

company has more experience or invests more

Services. This database is accessed to provide valuable

experienced technical support team assist M-I Services

resources and energy in researching, developing and

input when designing our service package of Drilling

engineers to design and optimize fluids and combined

applying drilling, reservoir drill-in and completion fluids

Fluids, Solids Control and Drilling Waste Management

packages which increase well productivity at lower cost.

and fluids-related technology. Our operations, research

Services for projects. These ‘Lesson Learned’ passed on

and engineering, purchasing, and sales and marketing

to new clients also include improvements implemented

Kish Island

organizations work closely with operators and service

with regard to QHSE issues.

The Kish base with 3000 m2 open area / 2 x 1200 m2

lower overall drilling costs, higher rates of production
and compliance.

providers alike to develop technologies and then

is an integral part of the operations to support the

optimize their application to improve your efficiencies

M-I Services has the additional unique ability of providing

various operators drilling in the Persian Gulf. Kish

and your bottom line.

Drilling, Workover and Completion Fluids, Engineering,

is run by a very experienced Iranian team of base
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Brief About Sepidan Drilling
Services Co. (SDSC)
Thanks for the advice of senior managers of NISOC,

could be reported over 98 million Euro overall.

SDSC has been established since more than 14 years
ago to lift up barriers and problems due to leaving of

Likewise, SDSC is applying expertise engineers and

foreigner service provider companies after imposition

technicians as well as different kinds of facilities

of sanctions against Iran. Seven leading manufacturers

adjusted to oil industry requirements like outdoor and

of chemical and mineral products have been inspired

indoor warehouses, bulk plants, packing systems and

to come together within a corporate which will be

loading/discharge sites moreover bearing several kinds

representing their capability of providing services to

of up to dated equipment and numerous square meters

leading clients and operators in the field of integrated

of warehouses in south west of Iran near oilfields places

mud services and on the other hand representing their

in Mehran, Ahwaz and Kish Island.

benefits and market share as well. Thus, SDSC has
emerged in 2001 to be the first Iranian service provider

Relying on those applicable facilities and over 25 million

in the market of drilling fluid and mud services.

US dollars financial turn over annually, SDSC is seeking
further opportunities and achievements in the field of

For the first solid project, SDSC succeeded to win

providing integrated mud services in drilling of oil and

a tender held by NISOC to provide drilling mud

gas industry.

materials for 346 wells in July of 2006 which is the
first time for an Iranian service provider company that

For the new era after lifting of Iran sanction, in terms

has been permitted to manipulate such a magnificent

of technical concerns, SDSC has designated a specific

project. In the shadows of contribution, expertise and

strategy to develop his integrated mud services from

commitment of the shareholders, SDSC fully succeeded

designing and engineering of mud to solid control, waste

to implement the project with minimum variance from

management, ecofriendly materials and additives with

designated schedule in 2010. Following such a great

green technologies. In addition, SDSC is welcoming

achievement, several projects devolved in a row under

foreigner

more than 24 contracts. SDSC, is involving with 10

opportunities in Iran’s market for mutual performance

ongoing projects for NIDC, ICOF and NIOCEXP. In

within a model out of several kinds of partnership as

addition, 14 projects have been completed so far for

well.

partners

with

introducing

investment

NISOC, NIDC, NIOCEXP and ICOF that value of them
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Pioneer in Integrated
Drilling Services in
the Persian Gulf
We aspire to

Established in 2000 by a team of professionals experienced in Iran’s upstream sector, Mehran Engineering and
Well Services is capable of delivering total solutions for
well engineering and field services in both onshore and
offshore Iran. We’ve developed tremendously our fleet,
technology, human resources and scope of services to become the most reputable service provider in the market.

innovate
achieve
enhance
service delivery

Services:
• Cementing
• Stimulation
• Coiled Tubing
• Well Testing & DST
• Pumping & N2 Lifting
• Slickline
• Wellhead
• H2S Safety
• Directional Drilling, MWD, LWD & Gyro
• Integrated Drilling Services

world-class performance

customer satisfaction

Total Projects Values:

1 billion USD +
TEHRAN OFFICE

AHWAZ BASE

KHARG BASE
AFTAB PORT BASE

KISH BASES
DUBAI

500+

SERVICES:
• Cementing
• Stimulation & Fracturing
• Coiled Tubing & Thru Tubing
• Well Testing & DST
• Pumping & Nitrogen Lifting
• Slickline
• Wellhead & Completion
• H2S Safety
• Directional Drilling &
Surveying
• Integrated Drilling Services
• Petroleum Engineering
• Supplies & Sales

employees
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No. 1 Mehran Alley, North Sheikh-Bahaie St.,Molla-Sadra Avenue, Tehran Iran
T: +98 21 42899000 • F: +98 21 42899999 • E: info@mehranservices.com
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ّFocus
Consultation for
Investment in Drilling
Industry Market
Branding in Upstream

Provider of
Up to Date Information
and Analytical Reports
( for each Oil Field)
Rigs, Gas and Oil Fields,
E&P Projects
Current Situation
and Predicting Future
Status, Supply and
Demand and Market
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DRILLING
Free Distribution throughout the Exhibition
Posting for All Upstream Petroleum Industry
Managers and Experts
Emailing to More than 7000 International Companies

The Greatest Event of Experts of

IRAN Petroleum Industry

Deadline for Registration

10 April
22 nd INTERNATIONAL OIL & GAS

and Petrochemical Exhibition TEHRAN

In Both Persian and English Languages
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